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Bonte-Friedheim Replaces DiMuro 
as AS Secretary of Academics 
Mike Bonte-Friedheim is the new AS 
Secretary of Academics. 
by Mike Clune 
A ten percent tuition increase for the 1989-
90 school year was approved by the USD 
Board of Trustees on September 23. 
The hike is two percent higher than last 
year's increase of eight percent. According 
to USD Vice President of Financial Affairs 
Jack Boyce, the extra two percent is 
specifically designated for increasing salaries 
of faculty and staff. The other eight percent 
has not yet been earmarked for specific 
budgets. 
President Hughes has recommended that 
USD raise salaries over the next three to four 
years so that the University can remain 
competitive. 
Hughes wrote in a commentary printed in 
the San Diego Union, "If higher education 
hopes to attract the brightest students as 
potential teachers, salaries will have to 
improve." 
"Faculty and staff pay compromise the 
largest segment of any college or university 
budget," Hughes stated. 
Boyce said that if USD is to continue to 
improve quality, by retention of and the 
ability to hire a highly qualified faculty, then 
salaries must increase. 
This is necessary because of a projected 
shortage of qualified faculty in the near future. 
Boyce stated "over the next five to seven 
years a tremendous group of faculty will be 
retiring." Also, a large upturn is expected in 
university enrollment nationwide, placing 
USD in competition with other schools in the 
market for professors. 
Boyce said that USD faculty salaries arc at 
about the median for schools our size, but 
that the administration wants to be higher on 
the scale. 
Currently, USD's tuition is also at about the 
average for private universities in California. 
The University of Santa Clara charges $8,784 
and Loyola Marymount University in Los 
by Brenna O'Boyle 
Michael Bonte-Friedheim was elected 
Secretary of Academics at the AS Senate 
meeting last Thursday. 
Bonte-Friedheim and Chris Maloney were 
the two candidates seeking the vacant position 
which was vacated two weeks ago by Mike 
DiMuro. Each candidate addressed the 
Senate; a question and answer session 
followed. 
After both candidates had spoken, the Senate 
discussed their qualifications. 
The meeting focused predominantly on the 
strong points of each candidate. Bonte-
Angeles costs $8615. Undergraduate tuition 
for a full-time USD student for 1988-89 is 
$8650. 
A further reason for the increase is that 
USDmustalso increase staffpayrolls because 
of the tight employment situation in San 
Diego. Boyce said over the last twelve 
months the University has experienced a 32 
percent turnover of staff. 
Additionally, some of the funds from the 
tuition hike will go back into financial aid 
funding, but Boyce said the exact amount is 
notknownyet. Currently, $6.1 million tuition 
dollars are put back into financial aid. 
Traditional yearly increases to that figure 
have been between $6-700,000. 
According to Hughes, over the past fifteen 
years, several factors have forced costs of 
higher education to rise. Hughes said these 
include withdrawal of government support 
for student grants and loans, building 
maintenance, hi-tech equipment, and 
expectations for increased non-academic 
services. 
Recommendation for the tuition increase 
came from the Tuition and B udget Comm ittce 
consisting of the University vice presidents, 
the dean of each school, a faculty 
representative from each school, a law 
student, a nursing student, a graduate student 
and an undergraduate student. 
The minutes of their September 16 meeting 
show that both the graduate and 
undergraduate student representatives 
supported the committee's recommendation. 
The law student representative did not attend 
the meeting. 
The Tuition and Budget Committee will 
hold a public forum for discussion of the 
eight percent remaining to be budgeted at 
3:00pm on November 11 in Salomon Lecture 
Hall. The entire university community is 
welcome. 
Friedheim has experience serving as part of 
AS as Film Forum Director and Junior 
Senator, while Maloney has experience in 
research and grant proposals. 
The executive board, senators, seminary 
representative and the Greek representative 
each got a vote. Of the eighteen possible 
votes, Bonte-Friedheim received twelve, 
Chris Maloney got four and there were two 
abstentions. 
Sam Attisha, AS President, stated "He's 
proven to be capable of handling himself in 
past situations and I'm sure people took that 
into account." 
The Secretary of Academics serves on 
the Curriculum Committee, the Academic 
Assembly, Executive Board and Senate. He 
is also in charge of Academic Research 
Grants. This semester the AS has budgeted 
$1000 for grants. 
Another part of the job is to set up student/ 
faculty forums. These forums are informal 
gatherings between faculty and students. 
by Mike Clune 
"City Nights" is the theme of the 1988 
Homecoming Ball which will take place 
Saturday, November 5 at the Downtown 
Marriott. 
The Cat-illacs will perform vintage rock 
and roll for 400 USD students. Bids are 
currently available from the UC Box Office 
for $45. 
The formal is being held off campus and 
Each faculty member states some relevant 
points on the topic and then everyone takes 
part in an open discussion. 
Bonte-Friedheim originally ran for the 
position of Secretary of Academics last 
spring. His opponent, Mike DiMuro, had 
been declared the winner when an uncounted 
packet of votes was found by the Election 
Committee. The votes were recounted and 
the candidates were tied 417 to 417. At this 
point, Bonte-Friedheim was already 
committed to seeking appointment to another 
AS position and withdrew from the run-off 
election. 
Tom Gorman, AS Vice President, said, "He 
(Bonte-Friedheim) is not afraid to say what 
he thinks and to give his opinion. That's 
what this position needs." Bonte-Friedheim 
said, "I am very happy to represent the 
students," as Secretary of Academics. He 
stated that his main goal is "to do a good job, 
serve the students, and do what I was 
appointed to do." 
separate from the alumni dinner-dance 
because the University facilities are too small. 
Last year, dinner-bids sold out and the AS 
resorted to selling 50 additional dance only 
tickets. 
Bids are limited to 200 couples this year. 
As of Monday, 30 bids have been sold. AS 
Social Chair Estela Lopez expects the ball to 
sell out. 
Continued on page 3 
1988-89 TUITION AND FEES 
SELECTED CALIFORNIA INSTITUTIONS 
University Last Year This Year Percent Over 
Stanford University $ 11,880 12,564 5.8 
University of So. California 10,564 12,466 18.0 
University of San Francisco 7,740 8,530 10.2 
Pepperdine University 11,148 12,115 8.7 
Loyola Marymount University 7,943 8,615 8.5 
St. Mary's College of California 7,900 8,566 8.4 
University of Pacific 11,042 11,968 8.4 
Harvey Mudd College 11,180 12,100 8.2 
Santa Clara University 8,133 8,784 8.0 
•University of San Diego 7,840 8550 8.0 
10 % Tuition Increase 
Approved By Trustees 
Homecoming Limited To 200 Bids 
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USD Students Participate in 
Linda Vista Adult Literacy Center 
by Paula M. Marcheschi 
The University of San Diego is actively 
participating in the fight against the growing 
problem of adult illiteracy. USD currently 
provides tutors and materials for San Diego's 
first Adult Literacy Learning Center located 
at Carson Elementary School in Linda Vista. 
On September 20, Carson opened its doors 
to this program in which adults in the 
community can walk in and begin the very 
difficultandoften painful processof learning 
to read. The object of Adult Literacy Week, 
underway now on campus, is to educate the 
students of USD and recruit tutors for the 
program. 
Over twenty percent of the San 
Diego population isfunctionally 
illiterate (those who have under 
a third grade reading level). 
Judy Rauner, Director of Volunteer 
Resources, expressed her hopes for the week. 
She said, "We are trying to make USD 
students understand what it is like not to 
know to read. Over twenty percent of the 
San Diego population is functionally illiterate 
(those who have under a third grade reading 
level)." 
The Learning Center enrolls one or two 
new students desiring to learn to read each 
evening. The program now includes 20 to 30 
people. These participants come from all 
differentbackgrounds,notjusl"unfortunate, 
underprivileged families." Senior Nancy 
Nadeau, Coordinator of the Learning Center, 
discussed her experience with the variety of 
students utilizing the program. 
She told of one evening when a man with a 
business suit entered Carson Elementary 
School. This man has received a Masters in 
Business and was assessed with only a fifth 
grade reading level. When asked how he 
functioned within the education system, he 
said, "When I was in high school and college, 
I did a lot of math and econ for my friends. 
As a trade off, they took care of my English." 
Nadeau explained that this can be acommon 
case among functionally illiterate adults. 
"They [the persons in the program] are very 
bright. Many just slip through the cracks," 
she said. "Illiteracy turns into a survival 
Peter Gould and Stephen Stearns performing their award-winning play "A Peasant 
of El Salvador". 
Award-Winning Drama 
Scheduled for One Performance 
USD News Bureau 
The award-winning play "A PEASANT 
OF EL SALVADOR" will be presented, 
once only in San Diego, at 7:00 pm Thursday, 
October 27, in Camino Theatre at the 
University of San Diego. 
Created and performed by East Coast actors 
Peter Gould and Stephen Stearns, the play is 




CUT & STYLE 
Women's Regular $20 Men's Regular $16 
Specials 
Foil Highlighting 
Full Weave $35 
Touch-up $25 
Perms $30 
(long hair extra) 
Manicures/pedicures 20%off 
Acrylic Nails (Full set) $25 
Specials good with ad through 11/02/88 
Not valid when stylist is requested 
IELIAS HAIR DESIGN 
Full Service 
268-8865 
technique. They leam to manipulate their 
way through life." 
Another man in the program has dealt only 
with cash. He never obtained a credit card or 
checking account; he would not have been 
able to read his statements. Nadeau 
commented, "We don't understand how 
many every day things require reading." 
Characteristic of many illiterates is ordering 
hamburgers at every restaurant because it is 
a common entree on menus and the people 
are unable to read it. 
Nadeau stresses that the participants are not 
being forced to be there. She elaborated, 
"They want to leam. They want to better 
themselves. Many people tell no one they 
are in the program. It is very embarrassing 
for them. Sometimes no one has even realized 
that the person can not read." 
Carson Elementary School Principal Linda 
Buffington recognized the need fora literacy 
program through her students at school. 
Notices were being sent home and never 
returned; the parents of her students could 
not read the letters to respond. Buffington 
has since played a major role in the 
development of the center. In addition to 
USD and Carson Elementary, the Public 
Library and the San Diego Community 
College System also contribute to thcLiteracy 
Learning Center. 
USD'sprimary contribution to the program 
is tutors. With the growing demand on the 
center, more tutors are needed. Nadeau 
Linda Vista Multi-Cultural Fair on Ulric 
Street last Saturday. Entertainment, food, 
crafts and fireworks lasted throughout 
the day. USD also participated in the 
festivities. 
explained the experiences of the tutors, "It is 
enlightening to come up with resources to 
help them [the functionally illiterate]. You 
can change someone's life by making him/ 
her independent. You are helping someone 
help him/herself." 
Nadeau and the Volunteer Resources 
Center are looking for interested students to 
participate as tutors. No experience is needed; 
there will be a training program for all 
responding students. If you would like to 
contribute your time to this valuable cause, 
contact the Volunteer Resource Center at 
X4798 or visit the office located in the 
University Center. 
7608 Linda Vista Road sssss 
How to do 
cramming. 
When the homework is done, the night is young and 
the wallet's empty, reach for our ATM card. It'll get you 
instant cash from your checking account, at hundreds 
of automated teller machines. To apply for membership 
and your card,call 491-3500. If you're a student,you 
qualify. (See? College is paying off already.) 
San DiegoTeachers' Credit Union i 
4470 Park Boulevard; 5901 Balboa Avenue. 
Homecoming Ball 
Continued from page 1 
The program for the evening includes 
cocktails and horsd'oeuvres 7:00pm,dinner 
at 8:00 pm, announcement of the 
homecoming court at 9:00 pm, and dancing 
from 9:30 pm to 1:00 am. 
The main course for the dinner will be 
prime rib. A seafood platter will also be 
available for vegetarians. Hors d'oeuvres 
will include jumbo shrimp and scampi. 
Seating is first come, first serve. Tables are 
seated for five couples. 
California Candids, a professional 
photography company, will be on hand. 
Student discounts are being offered by a 
number of merchants for homecoming 
necessities. The Perfect Penguin has $7.50 
off of tuxedo rentals. Presidio Florist and La 
Jolla Limousine Service also ha ve discounts. 
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Award-Winning Two-Man Drama 
Continued from page 2 
a stirring story of how one farmer and his 
family struggle to maintain their way of life 
amidst the resent turbulent events in El 
Salvador. The two actors create 16 different 
characters in the piece. Combining sensitivity 
with humor, the play is interspersed with 
mime and Latin American music. 
PEASANT is the longest running play of its 
kind, wLtning the 1985 Den verGlobal Justice 
and Peace Award. 
The performance as USD is co-sponsored 
by the USD Faculty Social Issues Committee, 
AS Cultural Committee, Campus Ministry 
and Internationalization of Curriculum 
Project. 
Judy Rauner, USD director of volunteer 
resources, said the USD groups are 
sponsoring the event to "heighten the 
awareness of what's going on in El Salvador." 
Imported bv Barton Beers LTD 
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Seth Brown, President of the San Diego Oceans Foundation (left), presents a check for 
$10,000 to Dr. Author Hughes, President of the University of San Diego, to Create a 
marine studies scholarship fund at the school. 
USD Receives $10,000 
Marine Studies Grant 
San Diego Oceans Foundation 
The San Diego Oceans Foundation 
presented the University of San Diego with 
a $10,000 grant on October 4. 
The grant will be used to establish a graduate 
scholarship fund supporting the University's 
Marine Studies program. 
The check was presented by Seth Brown, 
President of San Diego Oceans Foundation. 
USD President Dr. Author Hughes accepted 
the check at a brief ceremony held at Sea 
World's PJ's Cafe. 
The grant represents the beginning of what 
officials at both institutions hope will soon 
become a much larger scholarship fund. "We 
Heroic Speaker to Address Disappearances 
by Karl VVoodrick 
Maria Tula, leader of the Committee of the 
Mothers of the Disappeared of El Salvador, 
will be giving a speech tonight in UC Forum 
AB at 7 pm. 
Considered a heroine by many, Tula has 
suffered great hardships yet she has not let 
despair dictate her life. She works for the 
betterment of human rights and freedom 
w ith a selfless desire for the rightful treatment 
of human beings even at the cost of her own 
well being. 
Thousands have been abducted in El 
Salvador never to be seen again. In response 
to these political kidnappings and 
assassinations, Tula and her organization are 
trying to stop this activity. 
By implementing the four goals, 
invesugauon into the fate of the disappeared, 
punishment for those who have perpetrated 
the murders, amnesty for all political 
prisoners, and a dialogue for peace, the 
orgamzauon believes they can halt injustices 
which prevail throughout El Salvador. 
Human Rights Law Expert to Talk 
on Effect in the Americas 
USD News Bureau 
Human rights law expert Karen Parker will 
speak on "Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and What it means in the Americas" 
at 7pm Tuesday, Octobcr25, in the University 
Center Forum. 
Parker's work in international law involves 
consultations with governments, 
international bodies, Congress and the 
representation of issues before domestic and 
tribunals. 
Her fact-finding missions have taken her to 
El Salvador, Nicaragua, Grenada, Pakistan, 
USSR and Chile visiting presidents, military 
cartels, battlefields, and hospitals. 
Parker's lecture is co-sponsored by the USD 
Faculty Social Issues Committee, AS 
Speakers Bureau,and Amnesty International. 
The program is free and open to the public. 
are delighted to make this contribution to the 
University of San Diego," said Brown. "It is 
our hope that the San Diego Oceans 
Foundation Endowed Marine Studies 
Scholarship fund will one day exceed 
$100,000 and will finance the studies of 
many deserving students over the years." 
The scholarships, the first of which is 
scheduled for the fall of 1989, are intended 
for USD students whose studies will help 
improve the management of the ocean's 
resources. 
Encouraging wise use of the ocean through 
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12:00 TO 3:00 
INFORMATION & REGISTRATION 
RT THE USD BOOKSTORE 
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V"* REMEMBER RED STFRS ON 
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WORLD CLASS OPPORTUNITY 
RESEARCH TECHNICIANS 
THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF SCRIPPS CLINIC is the largest free-standing 
biomedical research facility in the world At our main La Jolla complex mod­
ern research laboratories house some of the world s leading medical scien­
tists allowing for a close association of medicine and science. Scripps is com­
mitted to remaining the leader in biomedical research and offers vast 
opportunities to understand disease through investigating processes at the 
molecular level 








Top consideration will be given students who have gained experience with,one 
or more of the following techniques by participating in independent research 
projects or volunteering/working part-time in a research laboratory 
• Tissue Culture (hybridoma/monoclonal antibodies) 
• RIA's 
• DNA techniques (Cloning. Sequencing. Blotting. Plasmid preps) 
• Protein & Enzyme Purification/Isolation 
• ELISA 
• HPLC 
• Organic Synthesis 
• Small animal work 
Our representative will be interviewing on campus through the PLACEMENT 
OFFICE: 
REPRESENTATIVE: Teresa Janda 
DATE: THURSDAY 10/20/88 
If you are unable to schedule an on-campus interview, please call Teresa 
at 554-9809 to schedule an appointment at SCRIPPS. 
• SCRIPPS CLINIC 
AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
10280 N. Torrey Pines Rd., Torrey Pines Center. Ste. 305 
Dept. of Human Resources. La Jolla. CA 92037 
EOE 
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DRAFT BEER $1.00 
REG. MARGARITA $1.00 
Drawing to win: 
$50.00 Carlota's Gift Certificate 
first one hundred people eligible 
(Every Thursday during October) 
N© ©©WIS ©MAMIE 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
(With Student I.D.) 
9 p.m. til CLOSE 
8807 V i l la  La  Jo l la  Dr .  
LaJol la  ( in  the  Ralph 's  Center )  
457-4FUN 
(dress  code  required Fri .& Sat . )  
JOSTENS 
GOLD RING SALE 
IS COMING! $eo OFF 18K $40 OFF 14K 
s?0OFFM 
Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs. 
See your Jostens representative for more details. 
TO 
A M E R I C A  S  C O L L E G E  R I N G ™  
DateOct.31; Nov. 1,2 Time: 10am - 3 Pm Deposit Required: $20.00 
Payment Plans Avertable 
p^g. University Center 
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore 
Any questions contact the USD Bookstore x4551 87-412 (CP-m-tt) 
ATTENTION JUNIOR 
BUSINESS STUDENTS 
How about an exciting, rewarding, and 
inexpensive semester in Italy or France? 
It's as easy as 1,2, 3... 
1) Receive full class credit 
2) Classes taught in English. 
(Except Milan, Italy) 




Olin Hall Room 229 
12-1 pm 
Carmen Barcena Ethel Sykes 
Dir. of Undergraduate Programs Assistant Dean 
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Some Election Advice 
by Kent Sligh 
It's an election year! This is exciting because now 
is the time when we citizens get to choose who will 
spend billions and billions of our tax dollars in the 
next four years. 
It is extremely important that you go out and vote, 
because nearly no one else will. Actually it is pretty 
pathetic - we are willing to spend our son's lives to 
support democracy in other countries, but we won' t 
spend any time to support democracy in our own 
country. 
In order to make an informed decision in this 
election you must first have an understanding of 
how our government works. I think I can sum it up 
like this: 
(1) We give the government billions and billions 
of dollars in the form of taxes. 
(2) The government wastes it. 
Please understand that this is a only a simplifica­
tion of the actual process which is really much more 
complicated, but no more intelligent. 
So now you readers realize that no matter who 
wins the election our tax dollars will be wasted. The 
issue then becomes choosing how the government will 
waste our money. 
That's why this election is so important. We as voters 
have to decide which large, unworkable government 
programs we would like to see suck up ludicrous 
amounts of money, and then vote for the candidate who 
supports those hopeless programs we want. 
Some voters have become discouraged because the 
two individuals we are called to choose between on 
election day seem to be pin-heads. If you fall victim to 
this sentiment I recommend you jump up and down and 
wave your arms while shouting "Whoop Whoop 
Whoop!" Of course this won't do anything to improve 
the situation, but it made me feel better. 
My advice for the next four years is to keep a sense of 
humor about life's problems -1 expect you'll get good 
use of it. 
"Reader, suppose you were an idiot; and suppose you 
were a member of Congress; but I repeat myself." -
Mark Twain. ' 
The Last Vista Poll 
Okay , everyone, this is your last chance to 
prove that you actually have an opinion on 
something around here. So far, in two weeks, 
we have about a dozen ballots, and Dukakis is 
winning. I'm so desperate that I'm printing 
this entire editorial in boldface just to attract 
attention. Remember, sex is more fun than the 
Vista Vote, but not much. So get out there and do 
it. Mark 'em, clip 'em and drop 'em off at the AS 
office. 
Football-You Bet! 
To the so-called Editor 
I wonder if the Vista has ever 
been sued for slander. Believe 
me, I have given much thought in 
pursuing a suit against the Vista, 
in particular the intramural sec­
tion. 
My name, used without permis­
sion, was seen twice within this 
sickening Intramural section. The 
first mention of my self was seen 
in the football recap section, "the 
crowd knew this game was over 
when Lance Blount came in to 
quarter back (sic) the victors." 
I want to know who the hell this 
guy thinks he is. (sic). Is he in­
sinuating that I am not a particu­
larly outstanding athlete? Since 
when does the Vista start picking 
out individuals to "cop" on. (sic) 
First of all, I am my teams inspi­
ration, my team loves and needs 
me. Secondly, perhaps unknown 
to this mystery writer, I am in 
almost Godlike tip top physical 
condition. And last and most 
importantly, why is this guy using 
my name in his filth? 
The second mention of my name 
was used during the "you make 
the call" section. I like to call it the 
"you make me an idiot" section. 
Again my name is abused and set 
in another condescending situ­
ation. "Lance Blount attempts to 
field a punt...the ball bounces off 
his chest and lands in the end 
zone." Is this guy calling me a 
paraplegic? Is this guy looking 
foralittleof my muscular punish­
ment? I hope for his sake, he is 
not. 
I am mad as hell! my character 
has been damaged and I feel an 
apology is the very minimal the 
VISTA can do to repair the dam­
age done to me. 
Lance Blount 
the ballot in 47 states. 
Most people seem to be displeased 
with Bush and Dukakis. Is it asking too 
much of our regal media to give us 
rudimentary coverage of these three 
plucky aspirants who battled their way 
onto the ballot? 
Robert Valente 
Dear Robert 
We're printing you're letter as a serv­
ice to all of those candidates and letter 
writers who are ignored by the big 
papers. 
Now that we've done our community 
service, and discussed these alterna­
tives, I only have one question. Does 
anyone know if Elvis is really alive. 
Slow Republicans at 
Play 
To the Editor 
The only question about George 
Bush's leadership ability is brought up 
by an obviously underinformed and 
biased liberal trying to cloud the issues. 
The platform of his opponent should be 
taxes: how high can he raise them? 
While Dukakis raises taxes he is not 
only underhandedly killing the middle-
class, but promising the poor illusions 
of progress through "dream programs" 
that will never come about. While 
serving as governor of Taxachusetts, 
he raised taxes five time to the tune of 
over a billion dollars during his tenure 
office. The S tate of Massachusetts has 
the third highest sales tax in the nation. 
continued on page 7 
See Jim Run 
Dear Editor 
Recently (10/3/88) the San 
Diego Union ran a story explain­
ing why they don't cover third 
party candidates. Ray Kipp, the 
political editor, displayed incred­
ible ignorance by stating, "If we 
covered every candidate for presi­
dent, the paper would be full 
because dozens of fringe candi­
dates run for president." 
Perhaps if this elitist editor would 
bother to check a few facts, he 
might appear more knowledge­
able. 
In California there are a tctal of 
five presidential candidates on the 
ballot. Bush and Dukakis we are 
all to familair with. 
Jim Griffin is running on the 
American Independant Party 
ticket, although he will be on the 
ballot only in California. Lenora 
Fuliani, the Socialist candidate, is 
running as an independant and 
will be in 45 states. Ron Paul, the 
Libertarian Party nominee, is on 
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Censorship is Alive and Well in San Diego County Letters 
* o contim 
by Brian Lostlow Opinion Editor 
In an era when issues such as social justice, 
the deficit and the rapidly changing charac-
ter of U.S.-Sovietrelauons have been shuffled 
to the back burner, in order that we may 
ponder such weighty issues as the Pledge of 
Allegiance, Dan Quayle's service in the 
National Guard , and a (since rescinded 
furlough program formurder, itcomesasno 
surprise to me that censorship is alive and 
well in our own back yard. 
The author is Maya Angclou, cnucally 
acclaimed poet, novelist, and lecturer. The 
readers are a group of Vista High School 
honors students. 
The novel is Angelou's autobiography / 
Know Why The Caged Bird Sings. 
The censors are the students parents. 
The students, all ninth grade honors stu­
dents, were assigned passages from the hook­
as part of an advanced English program 
Some of the students parents are upset over 
the passage in which Angelou describes her 
molestation by her stepfather. The argument 
submitted by the parents is that the book is 
not appropriate for ninth graders. 
Well child molestation is not an easy sub­
ject to deal with, however at the age of 14 
most children have been exposed to the idea 
of child molestation, some have unfortu­
nately gained firsthand experience in the 
matter. Some of them are probably already 
sexually active, if not, some will definitely 
become so in the next two or three years. Yet 
the parents of some of these students think 
that this material is unsuitable for teens. 
Yes, parents-don't let your children learn 
about the pain of being a molested child 
through critically acclaimed literature, let 
them see it on Phil and Oprah instead. 
It gets better folks. As it turns out. the 
passage inciting all of the controversy was 
not even assigned to the students, and the 
students who objected to reading the book 
were given alternative assignments. Even 
so, the book has been temporarily banned by 
the school district. 
Meanwhile, the Vista Unified School Dis­
trict language arts committee will convene at 
the time of my writing this editorial to begin 
deciding the ultimate fate of the book. Their 
recommendation will be forwarded to the 
district's school board, who will have the 
final word. 
If the board all thinks like it's president. 
Marcia Viger, then the students and teachers 
at Vista arc in trouble. Viger was quoted in 
the October 17 issue of the LA Times as 
saying: "Even if there are only a handful of 
complaints, I think if people are uncomfort­
able about the subject matter they shouldn't 
be required to read this. I don't think it's 
appropriate for them to be discussing it in the 
classroom." 
Well, Ms. Viger, the last time I looked, 
bowing toa vocal minority was no way to run 
an educational system. If I got out of reading 
all the things that I felt "uncomfortable" 
about in high school or college, I'd still be 
reading Fun With Dick and Jane. Why is 
sexual molestation, a brutal, butexisting fact 
of life, not suitable for classroom discussion 
amongst people who are almost old enough 
to have children themselves? Is it because 
they're "uncomfortable" with the subject? 
Could this be because they never discuss 
sexual topics at home with their parents? 
Hmm 
It is essential that young people's views of 
the world are challenged at the earliest pos 
sible opportunity. Only if they are made to 
feel uncomforiabie about something that is 
wrong in the world, will thev feel the desire 
to change iL If parents are not willing or able 
to incite this desire to improve the state of the 
world, then it is left to our educators to do so. 
I went through a similar situation while I 
was in high school. The book that created the 
big stink back then was Kurt Vonnegut's 
Slaughter House Five. While I'll readily 
admit that some of it was beyond me at the 
time, I later reread it, along with some of 
Vonnegut's other work. Had 1 not been 
exposed to him then, I probably never would 
have read him at all, and would have missed 
his cynical but deadly accurate commentary 
on the foibles of the human race. Sadly, the 
book was removed from our reading list, 
along with that other perennial favorite of 
book banners- The Catcher In The Rye, by 
JD. Salinger. 
If we begin to limit the use of works like 
these merely so that no one is offended, then 
we remove some of the best tools that these 
educators have from their classrooms, and 
future generations will suffer for iL 
I'm calling for the faculty and students at 
USD to support continued use of I Know 
Why The Caged Bird Sings by the Vista 
High School Honors Program, and to regis­
ter that support by calling or writing the 
school. 
Those of us who teach and study at any 
institute of higher learning must promote 
freedom of expression, and promote the 
exposure of high school and college students 
to thccvil as well as the good that exists in the 
world. 
Editors Note: The issue had not been re­
solved at press time. Oct 19 
It's Time for the Government to Kick the Habit 
The War On Drugs 
is not Winnable 
by John Herrmann 
The much talked about war on drugs which 
we are currently engaged in is a delusion. 
Even though drug abuse is national scourge, 
it is ridiculous to think that we can wipe it out 
through the use of law enforcement or our 
current tactics against th drug trade. 
The yearly value of the illicit drug trade is 
about S110 billion. Cities all over the country 
are infested with cocaine, already over­
crowded prisons are getting more crowded, 
and drug related crime is increasing. 
We arc all aware of the rampant spread of 
gang violence in our cities, which is tied 
closely to the drug trade. The government is 
prepared to use more expensive measures to 
escalate this unwinnablc war. 
Law Enforcement cannot reduce the supply 
or demand of drugs without spending pro­
hibitive amounts of money. 
Reducing demand is obstructed by the fact 
that people want drugs. Drugs give many 
people satisfaction, pleasure and a sense of 
escape. It is extremely difficult to reduce 
demand for substances that gi ve people pleas­
ure. 
Reducing demand is further hampered by 
hypocrisy. Our society is not as anti-drug as 
we claim. We are presently bombarded with 
recreational and dangerous, but legal, drugs 
such as alcohol and nicotine. We also view 
over the counter drugs as remedies for lifes 
problems, such as anxiety and headaches. 
Law enforcement's effort to reduce the 
supply of drugs has been as useless as it's 
battle to curb the demand. 
First, criminalization of drugs make them 
extremely costly to the user and extremely 
profitable to the dealer who uses the gains to 
chal lenge law enforcement. Second, the high 
cost of drugs causes users to resort to crime 
to support their habits. 
Attacking drugs at their sources abroad is 
a popular solution of the Reagan admini­
stration, but it creates economic and politi­
cal problems. The production of the raw 
materials is often central to an indigenous 
population's income. Only atgrcat financial 
cost can we induce them to eradicate pro­
duction. Even if we did succeed, production 
could just move elsewhere. We can barely 
control marijuana production in the US, so 
it is ludicrous to believe that we can do so in 
other parts of the world. 
Another obstacle to the drug war is the 
corruption of law enforcement, an inevi­
table by-product of the immense size and 
profits of the drug trade. 
The amount of money available to buy off 
law enforcement or to bring officers into the 
drug trade is so unbelievable that corruption 
is inevitable. 
Since the drug war is a failure, it is time that 
we look at some of the alternatives, espe­
cially decriminalization. 
The gains from decriminalization are 
obvious. The crime, violence, corruption, 
disease and other problems caused by crimi­
nalization would decrease immensely. 
Narco-terrorists would be out of business 
and heavy users would no longer have to go 
on crime sprees to support their habits. 
The spread of disease, such as AIDS, would 
be inhibited among drug users, and traffick­
ers would lose the money used to corrupt 
officials and support their violence. Most of 
the money spent on enforcement could be 
used for education, research and treatment 
Even if drug use is not criminal, most 
people will continue to avoid drugs if they 
understand the dangers. The declining use 
and abuse of nicotine, a dangerous drug, 
selves as an example. 
Related dangers, such as increased traffic 
accidents or loss in worker productivity could 
be carefully regulated. 
Decriminalization does not mean that one 
should be permitted to drive, or be respon­
sible for others while on drugs. Criminal­
izing some drug related behavior such as 
drugged driving is necessary. Workers in 
jobs involving responsibility forothcrs should 
be tested. 
Crimes committed under the influence of 
drugs should have harsher penalties. Distri­
bution tominors would still be illegal. Heavy 
penalties would be more popular and easier 
to enforce if only drug abuse by children is 
considered. 
It is time that we accept the realization that 
the war on drugs is a failure. 
After 70 years of trying to stop the drug 
trade, we have failed miserably. Now we 
should look toward the alternatives such as 
decriminalization. 
This does not mean that drug use should be 
condoned. This is merely a possible solution 
for the longest war in U.S. history, which is 
costing S2 billion, and has not managed to 
make a dent in the drug trade. 
inued from page 6 
They are right on the heels of Washington 
state where there is no income tax, so the 
only form of state income is through sales tax 
alone Remember, Dukakis has income and 
sales tax in his state. 
Let's take a closer look at the leadership 
qualities of Michael Dukakis, "Oh, I can't 
find them." As a congressman, he tried to 
pass a bill that would make all young men in 
Massachusetts exempt from the draft. Now 
that sounds a little more like a NAZI plan 
than those of thecurrent administration, don't 
you think? 
Dukakis said, "I will be tough on crime." 
This is lie. Dukakis so readily opposes drugs 
that he refused to send the Massachusetts 
state militia to Central America for a peace­
ful demonstration of strength, instead of the 
weak structure perceived from his disobedi­
ence. We cannot deny the drug rate in Mas­
sachusetts has gone down. But why, because 
no one can afford them with all their money 
tied up in their taxes. 
Let's also take a c loser look at the crime rate 
in Massachusetts. The police force was 
increased by 20 percent, and crime was 
lowered by 13 percent. In Pasadena the 
crime rate was dropped by seven percent in 
one year. This was done through various 
programs where the community worked 
alongside the police force. This just goes to 
show that increasing the police force is not 
the only answer, just the most expensive. 
Dukakis' popularity within his state can be 
intertwined with his record against crime, a 
poll taken in Massachusetts shows that the 
majority of the police force are supporters of 
Bush. Is that the kind of undermining lead­
ership you want in the White House? I think 
not! 
Now let's take a look at his vice presidential 
choice. Since when are the looks of a candi­
date an issue. So what if Quayle is young? 
' Wedon'tsay anything about how easy it is to 
overlook Dukakis, unless you're trying to 
look over his eyebrow .Anyway, about Lloyd 
1 "Funeral Home" Bentscn (Is he alive or is he 
a corpse with someone's hand in his back?), 
how could two people within the same party 
differ more on the key issues in today's 
society? I notice in the previous article there 
was no mention of these issues. I mean 
who's right, Dukakis or Bentsen? Most of 
the issues are fairly cut and dry. For instance, 
the death penalty, not a lot of gray area there 
(yes or no). There is no in-between. What 
about that old beaten into the ground issue 
aboutQuayleand the National Guard? Where 
do you think Senator Bentsen's son served? 
Yes, you guessed it, in the National Guard as 
well. 
When going to vote, remember the two 
choices' ideas on campaigning. First, look at 
Dukakis' his idea of campaigning is trying to 
rip on George Bush, to this point ineffective. 
Then look at Bush's campaign, on strong 
points and ideas, on smart new plans, and a 
strong military, a campaign that is based on 
the strengths of the candidate, not merely on 
attacking the other. The Republican Party's 
candidate George Bush, "is a quiet man, but 
he hears the quiet people others don't. The 
ones who raise families, pay the taxes, meet 
the mortgage. He hears them, and he is 
moved, our concerns are his," and by hearing 
this, I am moved. 
Danny King and Jonathan Crowcll 
For those of you who missed Lance 
Blount's letter, we now reprint the most 





On Women's Rights 
Point^= 
The Death of Romance 
1 Believe in Your Cause 
I, like many other people out there, am tired 
of seeing women treated differently than 
men on the basis of their sex. Why should 
they have to endure any longer the mysteries 
that have plagued our society in the past? 
Why should a corporation of a university 
have to set a quota for the number of women 
that it must accept? The answer to both of 
these questions is...THEY SHOULDN'T! 
There are undoubtedly, several physiologi­
cal differences between a woman and a man. 
However, not one that 1 know of involves a 
difference between a woman's and man's 
brain. Since the brain is the center of all 
thoughts and actions, it is not logical to say 
that the brain is the place where all personal 
opinions and philosophies are formed. That 
is, personal philosophies and opinions are 
not dictated by mature genetics, which must 
mean that they are a learned phenomenon. It 
they are learned, then most likely, they arc 
"There is no growth without 
change....It is time...to leave 
the secure stereotypes of the 
past behind and face the 
records of true enlighten­
ment. " 
learned from the society in which an individ­
ual is nurtured. The point of this argument is 
this: Society can be wrong, and in turn judge 
people wrongly, i.e. discrimination. 
An example of this is the long-time institu­
tion of slavery in the United States. This 
lasted over 200 hundred years and was for­
merly accepted by our society until it was 
later realized they it was not morally correct 
or justifiable to discriminate on the basis of 
color. I, as many others,believe that society 
is on its way to deciding that discrimination 
on the basis of sex is a moral and social 
injustice to women. 
Excuse Me For Raining On Your Parade 
but... 
Traditionally, the role of women in society 
has been one of subservience to men. In 
Genesis the Bible states that women was 
created by God to be a companion for man 
and to serve man in the same way as all on the 
other creatures of the Earth. So even the 
original purpose of women was to keep man 
company and to serve him. 
"A woman's place is in the 
home where she can take 
care of her children and 
keep house" 
Physical attributes are the most obvious 
differences between the roles of men and 
women. Men are genetically superior physi­
cally. They are stronger, faster, and have 
more endurance then women. In ancient 
times, men were the ones that brought home 
the food and protected the family. Women 
were not physically capable of the same 
working tasks of men so they stayed home 
and did things that they were more suited to. 
The institution of slavery was around for a 
very long time, as has been the issue of 
discrimination against women. Have you 
ever wondered why the idea has taken so 
long to defeat? A possible answer to this 
question might be that some people are 
uncomfortable with the changing sexual 
roles. Maybe this is why it takes so long for 
some people to get used to the idea that 
women are indeed equal to men and they 
should be treated with the same amount of 
respect and consideration. 
Perhaps you consider yourself one who has 
escaped society's stereotypical grasp or you 
are unaware of the subtle ways in which its 
influence shapes your thoughts. Well, here is 
something to think about. Which expression 
seems more natural and comfortable to the 
ear, "men and women"or" women and men"? 
My guess is that the first one is by far more 
commonly accepted than the second. This 
serves as proof of the subtle ways in which 
society can shape your opinions without 
your being consciously aware of it. 
This is only a possible answer as to why 
women aren't treated equally. It is not an 
excuse to be used by men for avoiding the 
very important issue at hand, that a man is 
not a "superior being" and, therefore, a 
woman's role is not one of subservience. 
There is no growth without change, only 
stagnation. It is time for men to be respon­
sible and face the challenge of the unknown. 
It is time for them to grow, to leave the secure 
stereotypes of the past behind face the rec­
ords of true enlightenment. 
What is being asked is that you simply 
ponder this new (to some) idea and think 
through all the different aspects. The key is 
to keep an open mind, for it is close-minded 
that has stifled the growth of women for so 
long. Keep in mind that it is not a weakness 
to change your mind or philosophy, it is a 
SIGN OF MATURITY and of thatall impor­
tant ability is compromise. 
A Liberated Man 
Counterpoint. 
Women have physical organs to produce 
and take care of children. The modem theory 
of women being able to give birth to a child 
and then go right back to work is ridiculous. 
A women is being incredibly selfish if she 
chooses this option. The child who is dumped 
off at a day care center every day while the 
mother works is the one who will suffer 
psychological problems that will not be read­
ily apparent. 
A woman's place is in the home where she 
can take care of her children and keep the 
chores of the house. When a man comes 
home from work he should be able to count 
on his spouse to give him support. Futhcr-
morc, it is apparent that our moral structure 
of society has suffered from the lack of 
women being in the home. 
A Sensible Man 
Editors Note: The above essays were sub­
mitted to the Vista by a representative of the 
USD Women's Program. The Vistafdocs not 
necessarily agree with nor endorse either of 
the author's positions. 
by Murphy Canter 
By an overwhelming majority it has been 
decided that romance isdead. But if romance 
is dead, who killed it? 
To say that romance was killed is already a 
gross understatement. By just looking around 
you can tell that romance wasn't killed, it 
was massacred. This wasn't the work of one 
assassin either, it was a plot perpetrated by 
the two groups that romance tried to help, 
men and women. 
First let's start with the men because, for 
they don't even realize that romance is gone 
. Ask any guy if he thinks there's still ro­
mance in the world and you'll probably get 
this response: "Yeah, there's still romance, 
in fact I'm Romantic. Why just the other 
week I took my girlfriend to a party and I 
even held her hand the whole time." 
Maybe I should expand on this example 
because there's probably a lot of people 
sitting there going, "Yeah? So what?" Now 
call me old-fashioned, but I always held the 
belief that romance was a very personal and 
intimate way of showing one person how 
you feel about them. Unlike more recent 
beliefs, I feel that the dollar sign shouldn't be 
the major factor in determining how roman­
tic an evening was, nor should your hang­
over the next day be a gage in the determin­
ing of how romantic a person is. 
Another response that shows men's lack of 
intuition about romance is this kind of state­
ment: "But I try to be romantic, I do every­
thing they do in the movies." That's great, 
but along with being personal, romance 
should also be original. I saw "An Officer 
and a Gentlemen" too, but carrying a girl out 
of a paper mill just won't work for everyone. 
Perhaps, and I know this can be tough, watch­
ing a sunset or giving flowers (and not the 
most expensive ones in the store) or even just 
talking would be romantic. Just suggestions. 
But let's move on to the women, who are 
the main conspirators against romance. I 
know that's a biased statement, but it has 
grounds to support it I say that women are 
the main conspirators because, unlike men, 
they realize romance is dead,they just don't 
acknowledge that they helped to kill it. Worse 
than that, women complain about the death 
of romance, but do all they can to keep it 
buried. 
Before you women crumple this issue up, 
just think about it. Isn't this a pretty typical 
statement: "Yeah, romance is dead. My 
boy friend never sends me flowers or goes on 
romantic walks by moonlight with me." I 
know, most of you women are probably 
confused as to the problem with that state­
ment, even though there are several offenses 
committed. 
First of all, why does romance have to be 
intiated by the guy? When romance was 
alive it was a creature that energized passion 
between men and women, regardless of who 
took the first step. I mean, if romance is to be 
shared and enjoyed by everyone, then any­
one can be romantic. 
Next, women have a tendency to be very 
hypocritical. I always hear women say that 
they'd love to have a romantic dinner by 
candlelight or receive flowers. That's only in 
theory I've found. Correct me if I'm wrong, 
but if your date came to your house and took 
you to secluded beach to have a romantic 
picnic by moonlight, you'd come home 
ranting and raving about how dumb your 
evening was and how much sand is in your 
shoes. As for flowers, you girls don't really 
like to get them. Oh no, the last time you got 
flowers did you put them in water or think 
what a nuisance they were to carry around? 
As for the deadly combination of men and 
women versus romance, I'd like you to 
consider the romantic gesture of a poem. In 
days of old, a poem was considered the most 
romantic thing someone could give. Why is 
this no longer true? Simply because both 
men and women are afraid of poetry. Think 
about it. Men don't write poems to women 
anymore because they're afraid that the 
woman will think their poetry stinks or won' t 
understand what the intention of the poem 
was. Women are afraid to appreciate poetry, 
even bad poetry, because they think that their 
friends will laugh at them or because they 
feel that poetry isn't very macho. So what's 
the result of men being afraid to write poetry 
and women being afraid to get it? No more 
poetry. 
I'd like to end my opinion with a few 
questions you can ask yourself the next time 
you complain about romance being dead. It 
is possible that a walk along a moonl it beach, 
hand and hand with someone you care about, 
could be nicer than a five hundred person/ 
twenty-five keg party? Is there any chance 
that a single hand-picked rose would be a 
belter offering than a fifth of Jose Cuervo? 
Would you really rather have a gold neck­
lace than a heart-felt poem? If you under­
stood this article and answered these ques­
tion as a romantic would, than raise your 
heart. Romance is dead, but there are a few of 
us trying to revive it. 
On Bethels Blindness (to Reagan) 
When I ponder how Ronnie's light was spent 
Ere Half His days being non-President, 
In this world of evil empires flung wide, 
And His one talent He thought death to hide -
The quick one-liner - lodged with Him useless, 
"Does the electorate require action 
From a cueless Actor, His script denied," 
I fondly ask. But Bethell, to prevent 
That murmur, cries, "O let Him, please, not run 
State Affairs or lead a free world, but shun 
All action. He acts best who refuses 
to act. Who Reacts, Delays, or Debates 
Atop Refugio's Shrine, or doth bide 
At David's Camp, serves best: He sits and waits.' 
by Dr. Ron Hill, USD English Department. 
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Skydivers Need Psychological Help 
Life and 
other jokes 
V H by Kent Sligh 
I have a friend who likes skydiving. He 
drools a lot and eats with his fingers, but the 
point is he likes skydiving. He's not a close 
friend. 
The other day he suggested that I should try 
skydiving. I laughed for a good five minutes 
before I realized he was serious. 
He wanted me to jump out of a perfectly 
good airplane into the thin air several 
thousand feet over the hard ground. 
To me parachutes are safely devices to be 
used only in cases of emergency. 
If the plane is going to crash, I will strap on 
a parachute and jump out of that plane with 
a smile on my face. But as long as it is in 
good working order I will remain comfortably 
seated inside the plane. 
If God had meant for us to go jumping out 
of airplanes miles above the ground He 
would have given us smaller brains. 
My reluctance to go skydiving is simple: I 
don't want to die. 
If I die now I won't gel any credits this 
semester and all that tuition is wasted. Also 
they will bury me. They bury nearly all dead 
people. If they don't bury you, they bum you 
into ashes and scatter you someplace. Life is 
tough on dead people. 
They say that death isn't the worst thing 
that could happen to you, I suppose it's true. 
I guess the worst thing that could happen to 
me is if I were strapped in a Craftmatic 
Adjustable Bed and forced to watch re-runs 
of "The People's Court" all day - anyway 
that's the worst thing I can think of right 
now. 
Death is the second worst thing that could 
happen to me, I think. 
My friend told me that I worry too much, 
and that if I would just take a chance, I would 
probably like skydiving. 
I told him that was unlikely. Most heights 
don't bother me, but rapidly diminishing 
heights terrify me. 
"What are you afraid of?" he demanded. 
"Gravity" I answered. 
For a person to like skydiving it seems to 
me they would need to have one or more of 
the following character flaws: 
- No brains (this one is almost mandatory). 
- A strange craving for the sinking feeling 
in your stomach you feel when an elevator 
goes down too fast. 
- An uncommon trust in devices which are 
subject to failure. 
- Large outstanding debts. 
None of these traits describe me. In fact, I 
would go so far as to say that I have some 
characteristics which tend to disqualify me 
from skydiving: 
- An intellect superior to that of a clam. 
- A natural reluctance to needlessly place 
my life in jeopardy. 
- Friends and relatives who love me. 
I don't mean to offend any readers who 
might enjoy skydiving (as if anyone that 
stupid could read), but there are easier ways 
of getting to the middle of an open field than 
by parachute (walking, for example). So I'll 
just watch you jump, and I'll meet you on the 
ground - one way or the other. 
Just When You Thought it was Safe to go Back to the Beach... 
by Murphy Canter 
It has occurred to me that there are two 
things wrong with the beach - sand and 
saltwater. 
Now don't get me wrong, being from 
Nevada I love the California beaches. Those 
bronze bodies, tasty waves, and sunshine are 
great, but you still have to put up with the all-
encompassing sand and the brincy water. 
Briney - there's a good word. I learned that 
it means "saltiness of the water." For some 
reason it sounds more like the taste left in 
your mouth after being in the water. You 
know the taste I mean, like you've been 
sucking on mildewed clothes with just a 
pinch of Morton's salt for flavor. 
Another problem with salt water is the way 
it feels when it goes up your nose. 
I know nothing feels particularly pleasant 
going up your nose, and I don't mean to be 
gross, but for some reason salt water is not as 
agreeable as the occasional milk that ventures 
up there while your eating and it is even less 
friendly than the Coca-cola that comes 
spurting out if you're laughing and drinking 
at the same time. 
The worst thing about salt-water is the 
feeling your eyes get from it. I'm sure 
you've been there before - out in the waves, 
splashing around when all of the sudden, out 
of nowhere comes a tidal wave, knocking 
you down and dousing your eyes. Usually 
while you wait there for your eyes to stop 
feeling like they just caught fire, another 
gargantuan wave hits you and your 
experience all the ills of saltwater at once. 
Your underwater and the part of your brain 
that is responsible for stupid ideas tells you 
to look around to see where you are. The 
pain from your eyes being scared shocks you 
into opening your mouth which releases all 
the air you had, wh ich in turn forces the salty 
mixture we call water up your nose! When 
you finally get out of the water you arc left 
with that briney taste in your mouth we 
talked about before. 
But for all the evils of the salt-water, the 
sand is infinitely worse. It's not just the fact 
that the sand is annoying and everywhere - it 
makes everyone do stupid things. 
It all starts when people first get to the 
beach. They figure that if they're careful 
enough, they can avoid getting sand on 
everything and everyone. So they very 
carefully lay down their towels, with shoe 
weights on all four comers, and proceed to 
act like they're walking on eggs. 
I really shouldn't pick on these people 
because I'm one of them. Although I know 
these precautions never work, I continue to 
try and defend myself against the attack of 
the sand. Even though I'm very careful to 
keep sand off of me, I always leave the beach 
feeling like the abominable sand man. 
But I'm very careful not to do the two very 
stupidest thins anyone can do at the beach. 
The first very stupid thing is the practice of 
shaking out a towel to rid it of sand. I'm not 
a physics major, but even I know that if you 
violently shake towel. A, to rid it of sand 
particles, B, then you are going to throw B all 
over very angry beach-goers, C. 
The other stupid thing people do is try and 
wash the sand off their feet in the ocean. 
Perhaps it has never occurred to these people 
that water is what makes the sand stick in the 
first place, and no matter how hard they try, 
they'll never be able to get from the ocean to 
their car without walking on sand with wet 
feet. 
There are other gripes, for instance, when 
you walk on the sand you feel like Michael 
Jackson on heroin doing the moonwalk, or 
the way sand feels on the ride home - kind of 
like wearing Fruit-of-the-loom sandpaper -
but I'll leave those observations for you to 
think about the next lime you're at the beach. 
I' 11 also leave you with these questions: Isn't 
the answers to sand and saltwater concrete 
and fresh water? And isn't concrete and 
fresh water a swimming pool? 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Students Get Meals-
Meals Get Students! 
by John \1. Garcia 
This is my story. My name is Zachary 
Crenshaw, a now former student of USD. I 
was one of the few who managed to escape 
the wrath of death which engulfed the lives 
of my fellow study buddies. 
It began like any other night at dinner. I'm 
not quite sure how it was started, but I 
hypothesize that it was and accident let loose 
by a joint effort between the Chemistry Club 
and the Social Behaviors Club. 
The problem started months ago when the 
Food Service Director got angry from all the 
negative feedback he found in his suggestion 
box. I believe he sought revenge and 
contacted the above mentioned clubs. 
For weeks the clubs worked on trying to 
evoke a more agreeable response among 
eaters. Unfortunately the formula had only 
been tested on individual foods, and not 
when they were together. 
On that fateful evening, Food Service 
Director Jeramiah Homesuckle broke into 
the Chemistry Club's lab and stole the deadly 
elixir. With a look of anger and revenge in 
his eyes he added the formula to the innocent 
food. 
Apparently it started in the mixed vegetable 
bin. Because the deadly formula had never 
been tested with mixed foods, the reaction 
was unknown. What happened was a racial 
riot between the corn, carrots, and the 
jalopcno peppers. 
As the riot progressed, many vegetables 
were thrown out of the bins by their 
counterparts, the fallen veggies landed in 
other bins thus causing more racial tension. 
Students who consumed the food laced 
with the drug were doomed. The problem 
lied in the elixir. It had never been mixed 
with the live creatures and dead food. The 
effect was a living nightmare. It seems that 
the food would drain the life force from the 
host species and turn into a zombie protein of 
living food. Inside the human, the evolution 
of the creature only took minutes and then 
burst out of the closest orifice of the human 
taking all bodily organs in its path. (Yuk!) 
Then when all seemed calm it would attempt 
to cat its mothering human and all others in 
its path. (Double Yuk!!!) 
This was when I decided to leave (I'm not 
very smart). All I remember was heading 
towards the exit when I blacked out. An hour 
later, a survivor told me that I was knocked 
out by herd of tofu cows with an attitude 
problem when he had pulled me to safety 
moments before the Ruebcn Sandwich Crew 
was going to spear my heart with toquitoes 
and guacamole. 
I've not been back to USD since that fateful 
night, but I still have nightmares about my 
fourteen meal plan and the night they all 
cashed in. 
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Alert readers will notice that Hostile Man is 
skydiving with an anchor in the upper margin 
of this page. Readers, please do not try this. 
Hostile Man is not very smart and this latest stunt 
nearly got him killed. If you feel you must sky-
dive the Off-Beat section suggests you use an 
actual parachute. Accept no substitutes. 
FOR SNOW ANDTETL, I 
BROUGWT A SPACE ALIEN 
I CAPTURED IN My BACK. 
VARD 
1ES, TOR TUE LAST TYIO DATS 
I'VE BEEN KEEPING IT IN 
TWS SPECIAL ZARWUM-COATED 
BAG, AND FEEDING IT PURE 
AMMONIA! 
Study Abroad Expands 
10-VISTA-October 20,1988 
Alcohol Awareness Test 
1. Typical servings of beer, wine and liquor 
a) contain the same volume of liquid; 
b) vary in alcohol; 
c) are equal in alcohol content. 
Answer (c) Typical servings of wine, beer, 
and liquor contain equal amounts of alcohol. 
2. Switching drinks during the evening will; 
a) affect you more strongly than staying with 
one type of drink; 
b) have no effect on your Blood Alcohol 
Content; 
c) guarantee you'll feel awful the next morn­
ing. 
Answer (b) Switching won't affect your 
Blood Alcohol Content. 
3. To slow down effects of alcohol; 
a) drink more slowly; 
b) eat something substantial beforehand; 
c) snack while you drink. 
Answer: (a,b,c) Drinking slowly, eating 
beforehand, and snacking as you drink all 
slow down the effects of alcohol. 
4. If you're going to a party and want to pace 
yourself: 
a) drink only liquor; * 
b) moderate the amount you drink; 
c) drink only beer or wine. 
Answer: (b) To pace yourself, moderate the 
amount you drink. 
5. If you think you have had too much to 
drink, the best solution is to: 
a) stop drinking and eat something; 
b) wait 30 minutes before your next one; 
c) drink black coffee and go out for some 
fresh air. 
Answer: (a) If you think you have drunk too 
much, stop. Then eat something. Only time 
will solve the problem. 
6. If you are trying to lose a few pounds, or 
like to watch your weight generally, the best 
approach to drinking is: 
a) switch from beer to wine; 
b) switch from liquor to wine; 
c) count your calories. 
Answer: (c) If you are watching your weight, 
count your calories. 
7. Labels on beer, wine and liquor: 
a) describe the alcohol "proof of the bever­
age; 
b) list the alcohol content as a percentage of 
total volume; 
c) vary in the kind of information they give 
you. 
Answer: (c) Labels on beer, wine and liquor 
vary in what they tell you. Beer labels 
usually do not tell you alcohol content. Wine 
labels record alcohol content by percentage 
of volume. Liquor labels record their"proof', 
a term derived from the "proving", of alco­
hol content in tests distillers used centuries 
ago. 
by Celine Vachon 
Culture, adventure, intrigue, experience and 
education are all part of USD's foreign stud­
ies abroad program. This continually ex­
panding program provides students the 
opportunity to attend a university in a for­
eign country while earning equivalent USD 
credits. 
USD's Foreign Study encompasses several 
prominent programs for students to chose 
from. The newest additions include pro­
grams in Toledo, Spain, and three locations 
in France: Aix-en-Provence, Argnon and 
Toulon. 
The studies in Toledo, Spain, are made 
possible through the Toledo International 
Program of Spanish Language and Latin 
AmericanandEuropeanStudies. Thecourses 
consisting primarily of Spanish language 
and literature, humanities, and social sci­
ences are all taught in the Spanish language. 
Contrasting greatly to the Spanish culture, 
the French programs are located in Avignon, 
Aix-en-Provence, Toulon and Tours. The 
subjects offered cover a wide range from 
European Business and Management to Study 
of the French language. 
Two more academic opportunities are avil-
able in Oxford, England. St. Clare's Hall, an 
independent international college in Oxford, 
offers a liberal arts program of studies. The 
other program in Oxford is through the Center 
for Medieval And Renaissance S tudics. This 
individual program focuses on the study of 
Middle Ages and Renaissance, yet it offers 
general liberal arts training as well. 
In Italy, students have the option to study 
in Florence through the Scuola Lorenzo de' 
Medici. Thiscentcrof studies offers curricu­
lum including Art History, Italian Literature 
and Civilization. Or, students can study in 
Milan through the Universita Commerciale 
Luigi Bocconi, which is one of Italy's most 
prominent business schools. 
This year, a program for German Studies 
will be voted on which would add two new 
programs allowing students to study in Ger­
many. The implementation of these two new 
additions is expected to occur in Fall 1989. 
Along with USD's semester studies abroad, 
the University also offers summer programs 
in Guadalajara, Mexico. Courses include 
Spanish language, social sciences, fine arts, 
all offered at lower and upper division status. 
The tuition for the semester studying abroad 
is equivalent to USD's tuition for full time 
student The fees, then for room and board, 
books are paid by the individual separate 
from tuition. 
In order to take part in any of the preceed-
ing programs, most require a Sophomore or 
Junior class standing and a GPA of 3.0. 
Many of the programs also demand a knowl­
edge of a foreign language. 
Two visiting representatives will be on 
campus this week. Amos Booth, President 
of the French programs will speak today, 
October 20 at 3:30 pm in University center 
103B. Interested students should attend. 
Paul Saville from St. Clare's College in 
Oxford will speak on the Oxford program 
T uesday, October 25atll:15intheU ni ver-
sity Forum B. Individual appointments are 
also available. See Dr. Virginia Muller in 






WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26 
7:00 P.M. 
SERRA311 
Call A.S. Executive office 
for more details. 
FILM FORUM PRESENTS 
"THREE MEN AND 
A BABY" 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26 
8:00 P.M. 
FORUM AB 
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS WISH 
YOU A SAFE AND FUN 
FALL HOLIDAY! 
IE! AILIL (Q) WIEHN 
SIEKQWCASIE 
HYPNOTIST 
D R .  D E A N  
Thursday ,  October  27  
8:00  p .m.  
Forum AB 
Free  food  and beverages  
served  a t  7 :30  
HAVE YOU ASKED THAT 
SPECIAL SOMEONE TO 
HOMECOMING YET? 
DON'T WASTE ANYMORE TIME!! 





7:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. 
DOWNTOWN MARRIOTT 
MBS ARE ONLY $$§ 
SOCIAL ISSUES COMMITTEE 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
"PEASANT OF EL SALVADOR" 
Thursday, October 27 
12:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. 
Camino Theater 





ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
Tuesday, October 25 
7:00 p.m. Forum AB 
ATTENTION COMMUTERS 
If you would like the A.S. monthly 
calendar to be mailed to you, 
please make sure your address 




AVAILABLE NOW IN THE 
A.S. OFFICE. DUE NOV. 14. 
•If 
Alcohol Awareness Week: October 23-30 
Aptitudes for Alcohol Use: 
Know Your Limit 
Chances are most of us would assume a 
test called E.A.T.'s has something to do 
with food. Close! Probably because as 
collage students, eating is one of our 
favorite past times. 
Think again. It actually reveals some­
thing much more important to the typical 
USD student, as well as relating to proba­
bly the favorite past time of collage stu­
dents. 
With Alcohol Awareness Week closely 
approaching (October 23-30) your fa­
miliarity with E.A.T.'s (Eqivalency 
Aptitude Tests) may help you drink more 
responsibly especially at Halloween 
bashes. 
According to recent national polling, 
less than half of the public knows that 
beer (12 oz.), wine (5 oz.) and spirits (1 1/ 
4 oz.) contain equal amounts of alcohol. 
Each of which contain 0.5 ounces of pure 
alcohol. 
Now that you know the answer to 
E.A.T.'s and the first question of the 
N.A.A.T. (National Alcohol Awareness 
Test) you may be anxious to know the 
remaining seven. For the sake of space, 
the facts (rather than the entire test) will 
follow. 
-Switching drinks during the eve­
ning won't affect your Blood Alcohol 
Content 
-To slow down the effects of alco­
hol drink slowly, eat something 
substantial beforehand and snack while 
you drink 
- If you're going to a party and want 
to pace yourself, moderate the 
amount you drink 
-If you think you've had too much to 
drink the best solution is to slop 
and eat something 
If your trying to lose a few 
pounds, or like to watch your weight 
generally, the best approach to drinking 
is count your calories 
- Labels on beer, wine, and liquor 
vary in what they tell you 
When you want to drink 
"lightly", be moderate in whatever you 
choose to drink 
Other important facts were given in 
the N.A.A.T.'s four page booklet. For 
instance, statistics regarding B.A.C. — 
Blood Alcohol Content.In most states, 
if your B.A.C. level is .10% you are 
legally guilty of D.W.I.—Driving While 
Intoxicated. 
The booklet gives a rough guideline 
that a 140-pounder consuming three 
typical drinks over a period of two 
hours and then driving may be doing so 
impared. The same is true for a 180-
pounder consuming four drinks over 
the same period. 
Hopefully the above information from 
E.A.T.'s and the N.A.A.T. will help 
you make responsible drinking deci­
sions in the future. To obtain a copy of 
the N.A.A.T. .write to: National Alco­
hol Awareness Test 
P.O. Box 725, Dept. 
1196 
Lubbock, TX79491 
A talk will be given by USD's 
Budweiser Representative, Michelle 
Hayes, in the UC 107. It will be 
Monday, October 24 from 7-9 pm. The 
lecture will emphasize "Know when to 
say when". 
A Representative from 
OSCO DRUG INC. 
Will be on-campus 
Wednesday, November 9th 
to interview for 
ManagementTrainee 
posit ions 
* Pre-lnfo Session , Thursday Oct. 27, 12-lpm 
University Center, Room 107 
*Sign-up for INTERVIEWS in the 
Career Counseling Office 
Serra Hall, Room 300 
October 20,1988-VISTA-ll 
Putting the Pieces Together 
by Jennifer Merriman 
Campus Connections, a voluntary and con­
fidential way to deal with your drug and al­
cohol use, provides one on one communica­
tion with people who care. 
Last fall students were surveyed to see who 
they would trust among the faculty and 
administration to talk about their personal 
problems. 
From the survey, 30 faculty and admini­
stration were approached and agreed to go 
through an educational training program on 
alcohol and drugs. 
Their help may include listening, providing 
information, referrals, or intervention. 
Campus Connections is also available for 
information about drugs and alcohol; life­
style assessments to identify your personal 
strengths and weakness; developing good 
interpersonal skills to improve relationships, 
respond effectively to the stresses of college, 
and enjoy good health; referral and resource 
information; and guidance in dealing with a 
friend's drug or alcohol problem. 
The faculty and staff were primarily trained 
on background information, such as focus­
ing on the norms that are pervasive on the 
campus, specifically with drugs and alcohol. 
Sister Annette Schmeling, Special Projects 
coordinator, said, "Many of our students 
come from dysfunctional families where it 
may not be drugs or alcohol, but it can be 
family situations that aren't helping. These 
issues develop around families where drugs 
and alcohol may be a problem with the adult 
children of alcoholics." 
Now the faculty and administration mem­
bers can better identify with and help the 
students who are seeking support. 
Intervention training is another significant 
component of Campus Connections. The 
trainees deal with issues of how one would 
better confront what a student may be doing 
or what the trained faculty member may be 
seeing. 
Although the committee is trained in inter­
vention, they will not be doing formal inter­
ventions. They will be doing pre-interven-
tion steps so that if a roommate comes to a 
committee member with a problem that their 
roommate has and asks what to do, the 
committee member will go through role 
playing and teach them the skills of how to 
confront your roommate. 
Schmeling said,"if this game plan doesn't 
work, then this is the next step...that's why 
it's the Campus Connections. They're 
making the steps and helping set up a game 
plan, without it being it some real scary 
process." 
"We're trying to set up early of helping 
identifying the problems and stopping be­
fore the person hits bottom. We're trying to 
create a more healthy environment," said 
Schmeling. 
The Campus Connection committee are 
para-professionals. They are not trained as 
drug or alcohol counselors; they are trained 
as someone who can listen. They have the 
skills to refer and know when to refer. 
They also have the basic knowledge in 
terms of drug classifications and the effects 
of drugs and to find drugs and what to look 
for in different drugs. 
The committee is not going to take care of 
the problem, stated Schmeling, they are going 
to help the student take care of the problem. 
They will give students feedback on what 
the student tells them in confidence, but they 
will not be telling them that they have a 
problem based on the information that is 
given tothem. 
College Cab Continues 
by Jennifer Liu 
College Cab is an alternate means of transportation for USD students when they are in unsafe 
situations. 
Such situations include a car breakdown, an uncomfortable date, riding with an unsafe driver, 
or being too unsafe to drive yourself. 
College Cab, which began in Spring 1986, is a voluntary, free ride program. This program 
is for all USD students, full or part-time, graduate or undergraduate. 
There are some restrictions on this service so that students do not abuse the program. 
The cab will only bring you to USD. It is not a free taxi service to get you around town. Nor 
will the cab pick you up from the airport, Amtrak, or the bus stop. 
College Cab may be used three times per semester and no more than four passengers are 
allowed per cab. 
In order to use this service, students need to call the Orange Cab Company, 291-3333, and 
tell them your location. Then show your USD ID card to the cab driver. 
If you do not have your USD ID, show the driver another form of identification and the cab 
company will verify that you are a USD student. 
This service is available from 6 am to 6 pm. 
4 • v 
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THE FUTURE IS IN 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
A representative will be on campus 




AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
GLEN DALE. ARIZONA 85306 
Interviews may be scheduled at 
CAREER COUNSELING & PLACEMENT OFFICE 
SERRA HALL, ROOM 300 
12-VISTA October 20,1988 
The Phantom? Or Nancy and Ron: The Hollywood Years? 
Symphony Will Freak-Out With "Phantom" 
by Tom Grady 
Think of it! The lights are dimming, creating 
a Gothic spookiness within the splendor of 
San Diego's elegant Symphony Hall. All is 
black, quiet. Then the 2500 pipe theatre 
organ thunders in, rattling your teeth as 
goulish images flicker on the screen. 
All this will be happening this Saturday 
night at 8 pm when, for one night only, the 
1925 Phantom of the Opera will possess the 
oversized movie screen of Symphony Hall. 
See Lon Chaney slithering around within 
the depths of the famed Paris Opera House. 
Thrill to one of his most feared and famous 
roles. And by the way, what arc those things 
in his mouth, teeth? Chicklets? Even though 
the film is black and white, you know those 
things are yellow. What a creep! 
This pre-Halloween jitter feast will be 
accompanied live by the San Diego 
Symphony. The hair-raising Carl Daehlor 
will conduct. Dennis James' has the duties of 
the bone-chilling organ playing. And parts 
of Gounod's "Faust", along with other 19lh 
century organ compositions will do their best 
to deliver heart failure. There will even be 
some Phantom-'mspmA improvisations. 
Picture it: a symphonic jam session. So grab 
your best fiend, I mean friend, and enjoy free 
Halloween popcorn and other goodies. 
Wouldn't this be a great change from the 
usual Saturday evening ritual? A live show, 
with perhaps a few zombies for color? This 
Saturday is the night to brush your fangs and 
go chill to one of the original chillers. Go 
Saturday, 8 pm Symphony Hall, 1245 7th 
Avenue or call 699-4205 for details . 
Want To Take A Cruise? Get the Right Job 
by Celine Vachon 
Ever catch a rerun of The Love Boat with 
Julie, the Cruise director, Isaac, the bartender, 
the Captain ... All glamorous stars setting 
sail for yet another infamous cruise filled 
with "adventure and romance." Wonder if 
cruise ships are like that in real life? 
Now is your chance to find out. Cruise 
Lines International is looking for interested 
students to fill positions during Winter, Spring 
and next Summer on any one of over 40 
cruise ship lines. 
The jobs combine work with pleasure 
offering above average wages and the 
opportunity for short term work while 
attending college. The staff enjoys many of 
the privileges reserved for guests, including 
shopping in foreign ports, taking part in the 
nightlife and mingling with many exciting 
people. 
Make friends and live the fast paced life on 
acruise ship with Cruise Lines International. 
For more information, contact Patrick 
Kennedy at: Cruise Lines International, 444 
Brickell Ave,Plaza 51353 Miami,FL 33131. 
C ALUNHDAIR 
by Linda Bush 
THEATRE: 
Just when you thought you were safe from 
the English Romantic Period, it comes back 
to haunt you.. .But don't be frightened.. .Be 
entertained by the Bowery Theater's staging 
of "Bloody Poetry" playing throughout the 
month. It brings to life the notorious lives of 
Percy Bysshe Shelley and company. You 
might actually begin to appreciate fine 
literature! More info: 232-4088. 
FILM: 
I know. . .You always thought there was 
some darker side to Elmer Fudd, but you 
couldn't figure it out. Especially that 
obsession he has with, ". .hunting for 
wabbits." Explore this animosity with some 
friends October 20th at the Ken, when they 
show "Surrealism in Animation." 
MUSIC: 
So you couldn't get tickets to the Phantom of 
the Opera in London? And the 10 year wait 
in New York seems just a little outrageous? 
No worries! The San Diego Symphony will 
accompany the classic silent film version of 
this masterpiece Saturday, Oct. 22. As usual 
the event will take place at Symphony Hall. 
More info: 699-4205. 
ART AND EXHIBITS: 
I know it surprises you, but yes, the world 
existed before you did. The Museum of Man 
exhibits Historic Cave Murals of the Baja 
Indians of California throughout the month. 
This is your chance to view the fundamentals 
of what we know as "art" today. Please call 
298-4114 for more information. 
FOOD ETC.: 
You're not too sure where to take that special 
someone, and both McDonald's and the Ritz 
Carlton both seem a little too extreme. To 
provide an atmosphere of comfort and 
casualness is B Street Cafe and Bar's aim. 
They roll fine dining, sidewalk patio dining 
and the sounds of jazz all in one. 425 West 
B Street, Downtown. May need reservations 
so call 236-1707. 
TV Affects Students 
by Jennifer Liu 
Television may have an adverse effect on 
children and ultimately on society, according 
to a recent news release by the American 
Academy of Pediatrics. 
By the time a child finishes high school, he 
will have spent 11,000 hours in the classroom 
compared to 15,000 hours in front of the TV. 
He will have witnessed 18,000 murders and 
countless other acts of violence. 
Studies show that the average person 
watches five to seven hours of TV a day and 
that most children prefer to watch TV rather 
than do homework. 
Some USD students feel the same way. "In 
high school it (TV) totally distracted me 
from doing my homework," said sophomore 
Rachel Farley,"I got less homework done." 
But transfer student Rosemary Bustamante 
said that her mother wouldn't let her watch 
TV until she finished all of her homework 
With the accessibility of TV and the absence 
of parental supervision, itcan be hard for one 
to resist watching TV. 
"TV is such an addiction," exclaimed 
sophomore Amy Capcn, "once you start, you 
can't get away from it! TV almost sounds 
like a drug. 
According to experts, excessive viewing of 
TV shortens one's attention span, limits the 
mental work of the viewer and eventually 
destroy parts of the mind. 
TV may also do other damage. One major 
concern today is the effect TV violence has 
upon children. 
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No matter your age, scoring 
over 40 on the LSAT gives you 
a great shot at your first-choice 
school. And no one has more 
"over40" grads than Kaplan. 
Call! 
1 KAPLAN 
STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
1122 Moreru Blvd 
San Diego 
175-6999 
cTke Sru/tcddUvtatioe ennnoB 
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 277-6744 
Television Affects USD Students 
October 20,1988-VIST A-13 
Continued from page 12 
According to the Peace Resource Center of 
San Diego and the San Diego Chapter of 
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), 
today'schild iscxposed to increasing amounts 
of violence via television. 
"Frequent and unrealistic violence as 
portaycd on television and violent-themed 
toyscontribute directly toaggressive behavior 
in children," said Nolem Berman, M.D., a 
San Diego pediatrician. 
According to the National Academy of 
Pediatrics, almost all of the 20 best-selling 
toys on the market today are based on 
television program. More than half of them 
have violent themes and may glorify war. 
One USD junior said that her older brother 
once made her head bleed when he jokingly 
bopped her on the head with a rock. "He 
watched 'The Three Stooges' all the time," 
she said, "maybe that influenced him." 
If children continue to see violence regularly 
they will take it for granted as standard 
human behavior,according to pyschologists. 
Although for the most pan researchers 
have found that TV affects people negatively, 
TV can also be a positive influence. 
For example, public TV programs like 
"Sesame Street" helps children develop ski lis 
and knowledge. It also encourages 
cooperation and tolerance in racial attitudes 
as white and minority students are shown 
happily playing together. 
Apparently, however, the relationship 
between TVand pro-social behavior is subtle 
and much weaker than between viewing 
aggressive or negative behavior. 
But there are ways to prevent the negative 
effects TV can have upon people. This 
includes cutting down on the amount of TV 
watched and monitoring the types of shows 
children watch. 
For more information about this, you can 
auend a free panel discussion presented by 
the American Academy of Pediatrics. The 
panel discussion will explore the issues of 
T.V., toys and violence. 
It will stress how parents can watch T.V. 
with their children, using the oopotunity to 
point out distortions and to actively instill 
their own values, while encouraging 
alternatives to T.V. 
If anyone is interested in more information 
on this topic the discussion will be held at 7 
pm, October 20, at the First United Methodist 
Church, 2111 Camino del Rio South, Linder 
HaU. 
Folks here are still talking about 
"The 1952 Incident." For some reason still 
unknown, a certain graduating class at a 
certain university missed what was cer­
tainly the opportunity of a lifetime. 
The chance to meet with a recruiter from 
the National Security Agency. 
Maybe they were busy that day. Maybe 
something else caught their eye. But the fact 
remains, a meeting with NSA could have 
meant a future full of challenging, exciting 
projects. 
Now you've got the same chance. Our 
recruiter will be visiting campus soon in 
search of talented mathematicians, com­
puter scientists, electrical engineers and 
linguists. We're looking for people who want 
to work on important hands-on assign­
ments, right from the start. 
NSA is the agency responsible for produc­
ing foreign intelligence information, safe­
guarding our government's communications 
and securing computer systems for the 
Department of Defense. 
And we're equally committed to helping 
you make your future strong. So do yourself 
a favor and meet with us. You don't need 3-D 
glasses to see that it's a great opportunity. 
NSA will be on campus November 11 inter­
viewing seniors majoring in Electrical 
Engineering, Computer Science, Math and 
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by Kristine Ashton 
Top talent manager Ken Kragen will tell 
how "Nice Guys Can Finish First" during a 
free lecture this Saturday at 7:30 pm in the 
San Diego City College Theatre, located at 
14th and C Sheet in San Diego. 
Kragen staged US A for Africa, which raised 
42 million dollars for famine relief. He also 
organized the Hands Across America event 
When he is not coordinating fund raising 
events for charity, Kragen manages the 
careers of Lionel Richie, Kenny Rogers, and 
other popular music stars. 
Kragen will speak about how people can be 
successful in business, using examples of his 
strategies, and how it's possible to make 
money and still be active in social causes to 
provide abetter life for less fortunate persons. 
Much of Kragen's success is attributed to 
his long-term strategies and his ability to 
"think backward" from his goals and build 
on a series of major events. He claims these 
are methods anyone can apply to his or her 
own personal and professional life. Kragen 
has been praised for his commitment, 
organizational skill, enthusiasm and creative 
expertise. He is a successful businessman, 
personal manager, producer, and 
humanitarian. 
Kragen's humanitarian efforts have earned 
him the United Nations Peace Medal, the 
NAACP's President's Award, and the 1986 
Alumnus of the Year at the University of 
California, Berkeley. He is a humanitarian 
who has helped shape a new age of social 
concern and volunteerism in the 1980's. 
Kragen is currently working on his first 
book, Nice Guys Finish First, which is 
expected to be published in the fall of 1989. 
The book will focus on Kragen's technique 
that he says others can use to achieve success 
in their personal and professional lives. 
Kragen's appearance at City College is 
sponsored by the community college district's 
Honors Program, wh ich is designed to provide 
special challenges for high achieving 
students. The presentation is open to the 
general public, but reservations are required. 
To make reservations or for information, call 
the San Diego Community College District 
Honors Program at 230-2512. 
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Aswad's Distant Thunder Is Dull 
bv Peter Meyer 
Reggae is back, although for some it never 
left. As seen in the AS Music Survey reggae 
came in right behind classic rock in popular­
ity on campus. Reggae is getung more and 
more airplay locally and the club scene seems 
to be accomadating this demand with more 
shows by well known artists. 
English reggae artists Aswad have just 
released their tenth alblum called Distant 
Thunder on Mango Records. Aswad com­
bines reggae with modem funk to produce a 
combination that is almost unbearable. Dis­
tant Thunder opens with 'The Message" a 
song with a rock steady rythym praising the 
unity of man. Following "The Message" is 
the song that has propelled Aswad to the top 
of the pop and reggae charts in recent weeks. 
"Don't T urn Around" is a joyous zing through 
reggae love and is sure to permanently en­
grave Aswad in the book of commercial 
reggae. "Don't Turn Around" is definitely 
mainstream oriented reggae. Although it is 
highly polished, underneath all the overpro­
duction and synthesizers there is definitely a 
roots rythym. "Don't Turn Around" sets the 
precedent of Aswad being a bad that likes to 
sing a lot about love. 
"Set Them Free" sounds a lot like it could 
come from one of the mini-trucks cruising 
south mission on a Friday night. "Set Them 
Free" is obviously about apartheid and South 
Africa. Aswad, although the message is old, 
gets it across in a UB40 style rap which lends 
it a little more credit but not much. 
Aswad is led by Bnnsley Ford on lead 
vocals. He is backed up by Tony Gad on bass 
and Drummie Zeb on drums. This trio is 
backed by a whole slew of some of Jamaica's 
funkiest back-up musicians who try real hard 
but fall just short of the goal. Aswad goes 
way back in reggae history to their first 
alblum Hulet which was released on Tuff 
Gong Records, the label founded by the late, 
great Bob Marley. "1 Can't Get Over You" 
and "Give A Little Love" close side one and 
unfortunately show what a bad producer can 
do to an excellent band. Aswad could have 
done a lot better if they had Sly and Robbie 
at the board instead of Chris Porter and Ron 
Fair. These last two songs could have just as 
easily been performed by Terence Trent 
D' Arby, media darling and lousy song writer. 
Side two opens with "Tradition". This song 
just barely save this alblum from the circular 
file ana complete over-production. In con­
tinuing with their theme of love Aswad's 
"Feelings" gets really mushy and the over­
production comes out once again. The only 
thing that really saves this song is the excel­
lent horn part played by Henry Tcnyue, 
Stanley Andrew, and Alan Williams. "Inter­
national Melody" drags Aswad further down 
into the pit of overproduction and commer­
cialism. Someone even told me "Aren't you 
glad you didn't pay for this alblum." "Bitter­
sweet", the next to last song cast a beam of 
hope onto a disc that has been hopelessly 
overproduced. "Justice" closes this disc in a 
decent manner. "J usticc" is probably the best 
song roots wise on this slab of vinyl. Overall 
if I were you I would only get this alblum if 
I was a hardcore Aswad fan, other than that 
I would just listen for it on 9IX. 
Downbeat Is Best By Far 
by Peter Meyer 
Directly opposite the commercialism of 
Aswad is a collection of early reggae instru-
mentals called Downbeat The Ruler, The Best 
Of Studio 1. The primary influence on this 
collection is ska. "Ska is an integral part of 
modem Jamaican m usic. The direct predeces­
sor of rock steady and reggae, ska began to 
appear in the late fifties and by the end of 
decade it was firmly established in Jamaican 
culture. With its' quick up-tempo beat, ska 
was a dance music that the whole of Jamaica 
was moving to." Ska was also the prime 
mover behind the long dead mod scene. Bands 
like The Beat, Madness, and The Specials are 
all direct descendants of the early ska pio­
neers included on this alblum. Bob Marley's 
first band, The Wailing Wailers, who fit the 
ska image to a t. 
Early in reggae history outdoor dances hosted 
by djs were all the rage with the hottest, latest 
ska blasting out over powerful sound systems. 
Unknown, at least here in America, are leg­
ends like Don Drummond, The Brentford All-
Stars, and Sound Dimension These bands are 
roots reggae in its' purest form. "This alblum 
presents some of the classic Studio One (an 
early Reggae-devoted recording studio) in-
strumentals." 
Side one opens with "Banana Walk" by Dub 
Specialist. This tune is so joyously funky that 
lo sit down and listen to it is pretty impossible. 
Listncingto this alblum is a revelation in fun. 
You can sec straight back to where bands 
like Madness, The Specials, and even The 
Police got their influences from. "Banana 
Walk" is pure reggae with its' popping guitar 
eching against haunting organ pieces. Sound 
Dimension follows with "Rockfort Rock", a 
horn based tunc that will have all listeners 
rejoicing in its' pure, melodic lines. Side one 
also contains a sample of the best ska groups 
to come out of Jamaica during the fifties and 
sixties. They include The Soul Vendors, 
Sound Dimension, and Jackie Mitto. 
Side two is also another excellent sampling 
including the likes of Don Drummond and 
Tommy McCook. The highlight of this 
alblum has to be the two versions of the 
reggae standard "Throw Me Com". This is 
one of those songs with a melody that has 
literally spawned hundreds of other melo­
dies. The lines of "Throw Me Com" are the 
purest other than Marley's "Redemption 
Song". This is by far one of the best reggae 
songs of all time, if not the least known. 
The recommendations 1 could give for this 
alblumcouldn'tbecontained in the whole 
VISTA. If you like reggae get this alblum, if 
you hate reggae get this alblum and it will 
change your mind. If you have never listened 
to reggae, get this alblum and you'll be 
hooked for sure. This is definitely going to 
be on my top ten list for 1988. 
The Accused Is Guilty 
The Reel Life 
by Tom Grady 
Sometimes bad films are enjoyable. There 
is something devilishly fun about checking 
your brain at the door and settling into a 
Freddy flick or a Joan Crawford biopic. The 
seriousness of the filmmaking is pretty low 
and so arc our expectations. But when a film 
is bad and it's bad because it coasts on its 
own high integrity, it is maddening. 
The Accused, starring Jodi Foster (victim) 
and Kelly McGillis (her lawyer), concerns 
itself with a gang rape and the relative guilt 
of the witnesses who let it happen. The pro­
ducers avow no inspiration from the famous 
Mew Bedford, MA case on which it is obvi­
ously based. So any factual authenticity is 
thrown out the window. 
But that's not what really bums me. What 
really gets me is the bland Movie of the 
Week approach to the story-telling. The 
producers and actors are so proud of their 
own Good Deed Doing that they forgot to 
make a movie. 
This is an extremely grave, volitilc subject 
and it is treated in such a hackneyed bland 
grind, that you'd swear you've seen it be­
fore, and you have. See Jodi after her attack. 
Sec Kelly reluctantly take the case. Sec Kelly 
betray Jodi. Sec Jodi betray Kelly. See Kelly 
"Go to the line for this one", etc. These 
"Oscar, please" scenes arc always intoler­
able. 
Of course in a film like this you don't 
expect the view on men to be that great, but, 
all men? Sec Kelly all shook up at a mean 
male hockey game. See Jodi ram her car into 
the car of one of the sleazier rape witnesses. 
Funny, it is the only scene with any muscle 
to it, but what would Doug Luellon from 
People's Court say? "Don't take'm to court. 
Take the law into your own hands."?. 
The gang rape scene is getting a lot of 
attention. It occurs near the end of the film 
during the testimony of the, you guessed it, 
reluctant key witness. Granted, the drawn 
out explicitncss is torturous and demoraliz­
ing, but you want to crawl under your seat 
when Foster's handbag spills all over the 
floor in super slo-mo as one her attackers is 
"finishing his business". You don't plop arty 
nuggets into a scene like this. 
The lovely Kelly McGillis, who may have 
potential, gives another remote one-note 
performance. But Jodi Foster has grown up. 
Unfortunately, her talent has not. There is 
nothing more insulting than a limited actress 
playing someone less intclligcnt/cultered than 
herself. (She's into astrology; she must be 
dumb.) I didn't buy it when William Hurt 
was supposed to be dumb in Broadcast News, 
and I don' t buy it here. There arc a handful of 
actors who can pull this off. A1 Pacino and 
Robert Dcniro come to mind. Actually, it's 
eerie, but Foster seems to be attempting her 
best Dcniro impression. At any lime I ex­
pected her to blurt out, "You talkin' tome?" 
Style Council Is Out 
by Tony Compaglia 
Following in the tradition of many other 
British groups, The Style Council borrows 
heavily form black, American music on their 
fifth alblum, Confessions of A Pop Group, 
on Polydor Records. Unlike The Beatles, 
Rolling Stones, or David Bowie, The Style 
Council reflects arguably the worst that that 
genre has to offer and manufactures it in an 
unbearably contrived manner. 
The pretentiousness of musicians Paul 
Weller (guitar, vocals) and Mick Talbot 
(keyboards) is unbelievable to the point that 
one could easily assume that this record is 
some sort of inside joke gone awry. "Life at 
the Top People's Health Farm" begins Con­
fessions of A Pop Group with a slick, pre­
programmed, sterile attempt at soul music. 
"How She Threw It All Away" compounds 
this vinyl catastrophy by schmoozing out 
cheezy horns over God-awful harmonies. 
Wellcr's tenor voice is mingled with a cho­
rus arrangement that strongly resembles a 
tacky Las Vegas casino show. 
"I Was a Dole Dad's Toy Boy" is without 
question, though, the jewel in Style Council's 
crown of stupidity. What the English's fasci­
nation with Barry White and American disco 
is I'll never understand. Stuck in the middle 
of this 4:27 mistake is the worst dance mix I 
have ever heard in my life. 
The rest of the songs aren't even worth 
mentioning. Welter's arrogance and hypo­
critical politics finish in portraying the Style 
Council as a "pop group" in the most der-
rogatory sense of the phrase. 
Sadly, both Weller and Talbot came from a 
pretty decent band. The Jam. Since that 
groups' demise, however, all they've been 
able to accomplish is to become the defin-
tion of modem day want-to-be-style and no 
substance groups. 
a 
Ini Kamoze Shocks Out 
October 20, 1988-VISTA-15 
by Peter Meyer 
Reggae is on the upswing and so is Ini 
Kamoze. He has just released his third lp, 
Shocking Out, on RAS Records. He has been 
near the top of the charts since his first 
release, which featured the legendary dub 
duo Sly and Robbie. 
Shocking Out is a fast paced alblum with a 
hard delivery by Ini. His style is very similar 
to the legendary Eek-A-Mouse. Ini uses a 
great fast paced rap-reggae to convey his 
meaningful messages. 
Shocking Out opens with "Cool It Off", a 
warning to both America and Russia to cool 
it off or lose it. According to Ini he is just" 
a youth from a shanty town, giving a crucial 
sound", he isn't joking around. "Shocking 
Out" comes next letting us glimpse the con­
science of a riot cop. "Clown Talking" and 
"Revolution" come next which both lead up 
to "Come Now". 
"Come Now" is dedicated to Mike Tyson, 
media darling of recent weeks and tabloid 
covers. It is, of course, about the courage of 
"Iron Mike" and boxers in general. Side two 
brings us "Girl E", Ini's first love song. "Ya 
even got this hold on me when ya let me go 
like a burning spleef at night ya make my 
eyes jus glow", has Ini got his priorities 
down right or what? 
Ini is backed by Tyrone Downie on synthe­
sizers, Danny Brownie on guitar and drums?, 
and Danny Thompson on bass. Ini's back up 
band is quite capable in keeping up with Ini's 
fast paced style. 
"Boss" follows up with a commentary on 
the drudgery of the nine to five lifestyle and 
all its' hassles like overtime, commuting, 
and stress. "Hole In The Pumpkin" is a 
reggae Halloween song is a defintite party 
song this year. "We Run The Country" leads 
up to the final, comedic "Color Me Reggae". 
"Color Me Regge" chants of the island life, 
killer vibes, and playin' around. 
Overall Ini Kamoze is a fast rising, youth­
ful, reggae star who is destined to stay at the 
top for years. 
Imagine Comes True 
by Peter Meyer 
Imagine: John Lennon, David Wolper's 
new Warner Bros, film has opened to rave 
reviews in all the theatres while Albert 
Goldman's biography, has been panned, 
criticized, and even labled a libelous charac­
ter assassination. Which should you believe? 
Wolper's film was edited from over 200 
hours of film and video from Lennon's pri­
vate, home movies. Most of the footage has 
never been seen by the general public. 
Goldman's biography was based on 1200 
interviews of former Lennon friends and as­
sociates. 
David Wolper produced the 200th Anni­
versary Celebration of the Statue of Liberty 
while Goldman has written other sleaze 
biographies on Elvis Presley and Lenny 
Bruce. Imagine's soundtrack has 36 songs 
that chronicle all of Lennon's career while 
Goldman's book is riddled with factual er­
rors and erroneous speculation. 
It may not be fair to compare a book to a 
movies in terms of entertainment value but it 
is fair to compare sensationalism and sleaze 
to truth and accuracy. 
John Lennon was one of the Fab Four, The 
Beatles. The Beatles started the British Inva­
sion and rode it home. Some have called The 
Beatles the most influential rock and roll 
band in the world. 
John Lennon was shot and killed on Octo­
ber 8,1980 outside his New York apartment 
while his wife Yoko Ono looked on in hor­
ror. If there was ever a case for capital 
punishment then the case of convicted killer 
Mark David Chapman is it He got off on the 
insanity plea. 
In the end most fans will probably both see 
the movie and unfortunately, read the book 
and support Goldman. It's a shame that a 
sleaze artist like Albert Goldman had to 
deface the life of John Lennon. But then on 
the other hand there is Imagine: John Len­
non, which lets us rejoice about the life of a 
man who left an indelible mark on the hearts 
of millions. 
Trips To Take 
Sat 22, Sly and Robbie and The 
Taxi Gang, Startlight 
Bowl, 7 pm. 
Thu. 27, Social Distortion, 
SDSU Backdoor, 8 pm. 
Thu. 27, Neil Young, Golden 
Hall, 7:30 pm. 
Fri. 28, The Cramps, 
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photo by Buddy Hammond 
The Toreras in action as they defeat Loyola Marymount. 
Soccer Team Fights To A Tie 
by Jonathan Canedo 
In a hard fought game played last week, the USD soccer team tied Saint Mary's by 
a score of 3-3. The Toreros stayed over .500 as the record increased to 6-5-1 with 
eight game left in the season. This was also the Toreros' third WCAC game and their 
league record turned to 1-1-1. With the Gaels ranked 10th in the west coast and also 
in the Toreros league, this game was a very important one. 
Saint Mary's scored first to take a 1-0 lead, but the Toreros came right back to tie 
it up. Dennis Langhans trapped a ball rolling through the penalty box and then 
touched his shot past the goaltender. The score remained deadlocked at one apiece 
until into the second half when Saint Mary's took another lead. Still,USD came back 
again to tie it up. This time it was Trong Nguyen who scored. He volleyed in a 
rebound off of comcrkick to send the game into overtime. 
USD scored first in overtime when Leo Ronces took a crossing shot and fired a crisp 
shot passed the opposing goalie. However, the Gaels managed to score in the second 
overtime period to end the game at three goals apiece. 
The game was a typical WCAC game, rough and very close. The Toreros played 
well and the entire team put in a good performance. "We played at our potential 
against a good team," commented midfielder Andy Kummcr. The Toreros did that 
and more as they fought a tough Saint Mary's team to a standstill. USD still has two 
more conference games left this season and with the WCAC still very close, the 
Toreros are still in the race as (hey continue to play well and win. 
Women's V-Ball Splits Weekend Matches 
USD Rocks Former National Champs 
by Meg Estey 
The University of San Diego women's 
volleyball team split a pair of matches this 
weekend at home against Pepperdine and 
Loyola Marymount. 
Friday night, the Pepperdine Waves de­
feated the Toreras 15-17,8-15, 3-15. In the 
defeat, Angie Rais led the way with 14 kills 
and 15 digs. Ruth Bajo added 10 digs as well. 
The next night, Loyola Marymount trav­
eled to San Diego to take on the Toreras. 
USDcameouton top 15-13,15-9,11-15,12-
Surf Club Says 
by Brian McEvilly 
Last Thursday, October 13 when sign-ups 
were being taken for the upcoming surf 
contest on Saturday the forecast was bleak. 
Thursday was the flattest day, for waves, in 
history, which was followed by an equally 
flat Friday. 
However, the prayers of the contestants 
were looked upon favorably by "Jah" and 
Saturday was blessed by excellent 3-4 foot 
surf, peaky and consistent The incoming 
waves produced better and better waves right 
up to the finals at 11:30. 
The results of the contest are as follows. 
For the women's division: Heather Lamber-
15 17-15. Jody Conners, Bajo, and Rais led 
the way for USD once again contributing 20, 
19, and 20 kills respectively. Conners was 
very solid on the defensive end digging up 23 
balls. 
The Toreras had to pull themselves out of 
trouble in the fifth game as they were down 
8-14 and pulled out not only a game victory 
but also the match. 
This weekend the Toreras travel up north to 
play Portland and Gonzaga. USD is cur­
rently 2-3 in WCAC action. 
It Pays To Pray 
son took first place, Ashley Dunn came away 
with second and Valerie Jackson finished 
third. 
In the men's division Mike DeNicola won 
the event, however, since DeNicola is the 
only member seeded on the USD team, he 
was not awarded any points. First place was 
taken by Mike Dennis, while Scott Morrison 
finished second and Brian McEvilly won 
third place. Other finishers were Troy Col-
lonese and Mickey Espy. 
This event was one of three in which con­
testants gain points. The eleven with the 
highest totals of their best two events make it 
on the team. 
by Jonathan Canedo 
In a rough game played last Saturday, the 
USD Rugby Club defeated SDSU's second 
team in a match that saw superb playing by 
both teams. SDSU, whose first team won the 
national championship two years ago, is one 
of the tougher teams that the Toreros will 
face this year. But, USD rose to the occasion 
to win by a score of 21-8. 
USD opened the match by scoring nine 
unanswered points in the first half. Kory Lee 
scored the first of his two trys to start off the 
scoring as Dave Estus added an conversion 
and a penalty kick to take the nine point lead 
into halftime. 
It was in the second half that the Toreros 
really dominated the game. Johnathan 
Edwards scored once and Lee made his sec­
ond try of the afternoon as USD controlled 
most of the game. Estus kicked two more 
conversions to round out the scoring for 
USD. The Aztecs did managed to score two 
trys in the second half, but they missed both 
conversions as the Toreros stretched their 
lead to thirteen points. 
The Toreros played their best match of the 
year as the won almost every scrumdown. 
The Rugby Club also won most of the line-
outs and consistently rucked over the Aztecs. 
It was in a second game, played that morn­
ing, that the Rugby Club ran into trouble. A 
team, comprised mostly of first year players, 
lost another hard played game to SDSU's 
third team by a score of 25-4. The Rookies 
played well but the Aztecs used their experi­
ence to overcome the Toreros. 
USD had scored first when Greg Herman 
scored his first try as a Torero. However, 
USD missed the conversion and SDSU scored 
twice in the first half to lead at halftime 10-
4. It was in the second half that the Aztec's 
experience showed as they scored fifteen 
points to eventually win by a score of 25-4. 
The Rugby Club now starts to get ready for 
a three day tournament in Tuscon, Arizona. 
They will also play several more games this 
semester, so come on out and root on the 
USD Rugby Club. 
This last weekend the USD Rugby Club 
also managed to get back their scrum ma­
chine. To the uninitiated, a scrum machine 
resembles a blocking dummy used in foot­
ball. Anyways, a small group of forwards 
were able to lake the machine down to 
Tijuana, where the machine was reuphol-
stered, and returned it to it's rightful place 
alongside West Point Field. 
Experience JAPAN 
through teaching 
One of Japan's largest English 
Conversation Schools is 
recruiting instructors. 
* Minimum BA/BS degree 
*1 yr. contract, 230,000 yen/month 
+ benefits 
* Excellent training program 
* Teaching exp. and/or Japanese 
language helpful, not required 
A representative from AM VIC 
will be conducting 
on-campus interviews on 
FRIDAY, November 18. 
For further information 
and interview sign-up, 
contact the Career Counseling f >1|>M |/" 
Office. y nl 1 Nk. « J 
NAIL SPECIAL 
Quality and Value!! 
Your nails will be so natural, 
you can go without polish. 
FINESSE NAIL DESIGN 
4730 Mission Bay Dr. Ste E 
(Corner or Garnet Ave^ neat to Mobil Gas Station) 
273-7608 
Hours: Mon-Sat 9:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
$10 Off j $5 Off 
Acrylic Nails | Fills 
Reg $30 Now $20 | Reg $17 Now $12 
$10 Off $5 Off | 
Manicure & Pedicure • Glass Glazed Nails 
Reg $20 Now $15 ^j^Reg $45 Now $35 
Offers Expire November 2,1988 
COMPLETE YOUR 
RESUME! 
Prospective employers want more 
than good grades - they want 
experience. Get that experience, 
and a great pan time job. Flexible 
hours and paid training with the 
PACIFIC GROUP 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
CALL 563-2000 
TAN 
30 DAYS FOR $30 
THE TOTAL LOOK 
Mission Valley Center 
(Between Saks and Bullocks] 
291-6767 
Body Fat Analysis 
Also Available: 
(by computer) $7 
facials 
make-up 
European Body waxing 
manicures 
Wrap $39 pedicures 
Have You Bought Your Dodger Hat Yet? 
October 20. 1988-VISTA-17 
Sportstalk 
by Chris Orr 
Have you ever noticed that when a local 
professional sports team goes to the champi­
onships that there is the sudden appearance 
of hats, jackets and T-shirts bearing the team's 
name? 
These people are the kind of people who 
either ignore sports and then buy this stuff 
and tell everyone they've been a fan for years 
or criticize the team all year long then buy 
this stuff and tell every one they've been a 
fan for years. 
It is mutants like them that give us die hard 
sports fans a bad name. It's people like us 
that go to games when our team is in last 
place. We're the ones who have to sneak 
down and fill all those empty season ticket 
seats so the players don't feel bad. 
Take this years World Series for example. 
The Dodgers and the Oakland A's easily win 
their divisions, the playoffs and now face 
each other in the fall classic. Now all of a 
sudden you can't walk down the street with­
out seeing a Dodger or Oakland baseball cap. 
Where were these people last year? Or even 
this year? I'll bet you can walk up to any one 
of these people and ask them which confer­
ence either team is in and you won't get an 
answer. 
Or ask them how many games did Oakland 
win this year and they couldn't tell you. 
Well, neither could I, but then again I'm a 
Detroit Tiger fan tried and true. I'll root for 
TOPS IN TRAVEL 
"A COMPLETE WORLDWIDE TRAVEL SERVICE" 













to your door. 
Mon-Fri 8am - 5:30 pm 
them again next year, even if they choke 
their last twenty games again. That's just the 
kind of guy I am. 
.Another great example of how these deceit­
ful people operate can also be found in Los 
Angeles. Hockey. How many people in LA 
do you think went to a LA Kings Hockey 
game in the last year. Not many, but all of a 
sudden the Kings acquire Wayne Gretzky 
and they have five straight sell outs. You 
can't walk down the street without geuing 
your eye poked out by a hockey slick 
One of my personal favorites were the San 
Diego Padres. True sports fans will remem­
ber the World Series four years ago when 
they had the misfortune to play Detroit. 
It was the first time the Padres had ever been 
to the Fall Classic since the team began in 
1969.1 was silting at home watching the first 
game when I suddenly noticed the sea of 
brand new yellow and brown caps. Folks get 
a clue. If you want to support your team go 
to the games even if their losing. I would go 
to every Detroit game I could...If I lived in 
Detroit. 
I can hear any number of you readers out 
there saying "I've been a Dodger fan all my 
life! How can you say that?" or "I've been a 
Padre fan forever." Well I can. For true 
sports fans I apologize for taking up your 
time and and valuable space in this paper that 
could be better used for something like Intra-
murals. 
However, I will not apologize to single 
season fans who root for the winner when the 
team has already won. I want to ask these 
people, "What about next year when Oakland 
loses 160 straight?" Will people suddenly 
start buying Detroit Tiger caps? I hope not. 
It would tarnish the image of true sports fans 
LSAT 
Dunn Leads Sack Attack As Toreros 
Write Whittier A Tragic Poem 
by Angelo Lombardo 
The res a new club on campus. No, its not the new fraternity or another extension of 
the rugger huggers. Its the USD sack club and its president is Dave Dunn. 
Dunn celebrated his 23 rd birthday by tallying three sacks as the Torero defense 
chalked up 12, that's right count "em 12, sacks against the Whittier Poets and helped 
the USD post a 21-6 victory. First officers of the new club are senior linebacker 
Brauiio Castillo and senior lineman John Gomez who came in second with two sacks 
apiece. " They had a better chance of hitting lotto than stopping our pass rush", 
commented Dunn. 
When the Torero defense wasn't sacking the Poets quarterbacks, Whittier went 
through two before the night was over, they were forcing them to throw in a hurry as 
the defensive front came crashing down around them all night. 'They just couldn't 
block us" remarked Castillo. 
The US D defense not only shut down the Poet passing attack but also dismantled the 
Whittier ground game as the Toreros threw the Poets for a minus 18 yards total rushing. 
For all their attempts the Poets managed a paltry 91 yards total offense. 
It was by fare the best outing for the Torero defense all year. "Coach McGarry called 
a great game", commented Dunn. Castillo felt he had the best defensive game of his 
college career. 
Senior Bryan Day lived up to his All American status by picking off his first pass of 
the season in the fourth quarter. The pick was high lighted when right before being 
tackled Day lateraled the ball to Junior linebacker Don Mclnnes. The pilch allowed 
Mclnncs to tack on 30 extra yards on the play. 
All the high lights were not confined to the defense. Junior quarterback Doug Piper 
had a great outing completing 8 for 10 pass for 88 yards. More importantly than the 
yardage was the accuracy in which piper was throwing the ball. 
The Toreros got their first score in three plays after linebacker Frank Love recovered 
a fumble on the Whiuier 8 yard line. Piper threw a strike to Ken Jones and the Toreros 
had a 7-0 lead after Jim Morrison did the point after honors. 
The second touchdown was made possible by two key grabs by senior receiver Sam 
McDcrmott The grabs moved the ball to the 3 yard line. From there Senior running 
back Virgil Enriquez took the hand off from piper and went air bom. When he came 
down USD had its second touchdown of the game and was not looking back. 
The Torero offense rolled up 234 yards on the night. Many of the yards were made 
possible by a great performance made possible by the offensive line, in particular 
defensive line transplant Leroy Hughes. "Leroy is the glue that's pulling die O-iine 
together", commented John Gomez. 
The highlight of the game came in the second quarter. The Toreros lined up to punt 
on the Whittier 19 yard line. However, at the last minute holder Ty Barksdalc bailed 
out to his right and side armed a strike to sophomore Mike Hintze for the Toreros third 
touchdown. Hintze's catch completed a grand slam for the Dog-patch 
Dawgs(Castillo,Day,Dunn and Hintze). 
Next week the Toreros play at home against the Occidental Tigers. The game could 
be the biggest of the season and the team is counting on your support 
GMAT 
Test Preparation Courses 
Experienced Faculty 
Lecture Course 
In-Class Practice Exams 
Score in top 25% or take next 
course free 
For a free brochure call: 619/260-4579 
or write: University of Sen Diego 
Test Preparation Courses - Serrs Hall 318 
Alcala Park, San Diego. CA92110 
Golf Team Proves Worthy 
The University of San Diego Golf Team Hth place finish. 
has just returned from their first outing of the 
season. The Coca Cola/ New Mexico State 
Golf Classic held at the University Course in 
Las Cruces, New Mexico. 
USD tied for 12th place with Long Beach 
State in the classic. Junior Rick Schultz led 
the way for the Toreros with rounds of 72-
75-73 for a total of 220, which gave him a 
Freshman Creighton Aotani was the second 
USD finisher with 73-75-74 for a total of 
222. Team Captain senior Geoff Dean shot 
a 228 scoring 75-77-76 in his three rounds. 
SophomoreTom Shea and Junior Mark Yarter 
bcored 235 and 237 respectively. 
USD totaled 904, just four strokes behind 
Michigan State and three strokes behind San 
Diego State. 
HALLOWEEN HAPPENING ! 
S P E C I A L S  O N  B L O C K  0  O R H N B C  F I S H ! !  
TIGER STRIPED BARBS - ONLY 99 c 
(Reg. $1.95) 
PLUS 
CROWN LOACHES - from ONLY $1.99 
(Reg. $3.99) 
CALIFORNIA TROPICALS 
5401 - A Linda Vista Road 
(Near Morena) 
293-7657 
Furniture Beds Books Televisions Pots and Pans Records 
THRIFT VILLAGE 
Student Special Every Wednesday 
30% Off with/ ID 
HALLO WEEN COSTUME? 
Design your own — 1000's of items 
Thrift Village 
7011 Linda Vista Rd. 
277-8600 
Open 9am-9pm 
(6pm on weekends) 
Kids Infants Ladies Mens Clothing Knick Knacks 
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Mens' Softball Playoffs Shape Up 
Sunday morning's men's slowpiich started 
with a bang, about as loud as a cap gun, as 
Czar's Revenge and Liquor and Poker 
played to a 4-4 tie. It was a fun-filled game, 
however, as both teams seemed to still be 
flying high from the night before, (Gibson's 
home run, of course). Angelo Lombardo 
showed tremendous aggression at the plate 
with three walks. Dave Carpenter had two 
singles and a triple for Czar's while Rich 
Spinelli had the same for Liq uor and Poker. 
Charlie Goldberg stole the show with some 
spectacular plays at shortstop. 
What was billed as the game of the week 
turned out to be routine batting practice for 
Doggie Style as they arrested Public Enemy 
19-2. The bats were cooking for Doggie 
Style as they combined for eighteen hits. 
The offensive attack was led by Jim Scott, 
Jim Engelman, Steve Cascioppo, and Lars 
Perry, each with home runs. Vince Ferrer 
pitched an outstanding game. 
The l:59ers got it all together and beat the 
Phi Kap Fletchers 7-4. Mike Ralez had 
four hits on the day including a double and 
three singles. Phi Kaps Mark Yarter had 
three singles but the l:59ers put it away in 
the fourth with four runs. 
Sigma Pi One tried to rally in the sixth but 
fell short and dropped to Bronx Zoo 14. 
Greg Moll was three for three for the victors. 
Bronx Zoo used five hits and two errors in 
the top of the sixth to score three runs and 
secure the victory in the close game. 
B-League saw limited action but once again 
Bringin the Wood crushed an opponent. 
This time it was Sigma Chi, 13-1. Brian Day 
got the save for 'The Wood" and vowed he 
could pitch again on only two weeks rest. 
John Gillis homered AGAIN along with 
Kevin Murphy. Bringin the Wood remains 
undefeated and has a great chance to upset an 
A league team in the playoffs. 
Girls LGBNAF preserved their winless 
season by losing to the Unknown, 10-5. The 
Unknown was led by Mark Veals and Scott 
Cook who had three hits each for the play-off 
bound team. J J. Castelick had a double and 
a triple for LGBNAF. 
No Glove, No Love topped 8 Around the 
Mound 7-5. Leadoff batter Todd Jordan had 
two singles and a double and Eric Lyon had 
three singles for No Glove. Scott Morris had 
the hot bat for 8 Around the Mound with a 
double and two singles. 
Well Hung enjoyed the blow out of the day 
as they destroyed the Minors, 20-4. Every 
member of Well Hung contributed offen­
sively to this win. 
Bringin the Wood, Well Hung, The Un­
known, and No Glove, No Love will repre­
sent the B-League in the playoffs Oct 30th. 
Dawgs Wreck the Crew 
It was the flag football game of the week, if 
not the game of the season, and when it was 
over the Dawgs were stil unbeaten. 
Meanwhile, Word-Up Wrecking Crew had 
dropped to 2-2. A 4lh down roughing the 
quarterback call set up the game's first score 
as Dan Geiger hit Ken Grimes to give the 
Wrecking Crew a 7-0 lead. Early in the 
second half, Chris Stout picked off one of 
Geiger's passes and the Dawgs were in 
business. Sean Baron connected with Mark 
Webber from 22 yards out to cut the gap to 7-
6, and then hit Andy Roberts for the two 
point conversion and an 8-7 Dawg victory. 
In other A league action, the EMB's Pat 
Mcncany had four touchdown passes to send 
the Inominates to a possible league shift for 
next year. The Inominates will, however, 
still have one more shot at an A league 
victory next week. 
Everybody's Out beat the boys of Hwang 
Poort Tang (What?) 28-18 and in doing so 
clinched a playoff berth. The Law Dogs 
played Hit and Run tough but Andy 
Gruninger's 77 yard punt return for the only 
score in Hit and Runs's 6-0 victory. 
Sigma Pi had no challenge in a 38-2 romp 
over Tanned Fat. Tanned Fat'sonly points 
came on a safety caused by an offensive 
holding penalty in the endzone. Otherwise, 
Greg Moll tore apart a porous defense with 
touchdown passes to Erik Rodriguez, Byl 
Berger, Bob Tasher, Scott Canals, and Bob 
Coherty. 
Finally, Reasonable Men stunned the Deep 
Sixers 19-12. John Edwards had three scor­
ing passes, two to Mark Nelson. Dan Nolle 
had the other scoring catch and also came up 
Better Buy the Case 
Co-Rec Softball had only three games on 
schedule this weekend. Better Buy the 
Case wrecked Rec-ing Crew's day with an 
impressive 8-0 victory. Todd Van Boxtcl 
homered for 'The Case" and Steve Casci­
oppo added two hits. The Crew's bats were 
listless as their women could manage only 1 
hit 
Beef and Buns waited a long time for their 
second voctory of the season. As a matter of 
fact, they hadn't won since opening day. 
Beef and Buns scored six runs in the fourth 
to insure their 9-1 romp of the Rookies. Paul 
Smigliani had two hits for Beef and Buns 
while John Hughes added two for the Rook­
ies. 
Just a Bunch of Czars held off a tough 
AKPsi team 6-3. It took a 3 run seventh 
inning to do it as Tina Marona, April Hahn, 
Annie Bradshaw, Kevin Carlin, and Angelo 
Lombardo all singled for the Czar's. Both 
these teams advance to the playoffs next 
week. 
To add a note, last week's article had to be 
cut due to lack of space. Al's Coholics still 
deserve some ink. Al's team wins this year's 
award for best dressed as they have the cutest 
little t-shirts. Add to that the spirit award as 
they lost every game til their last (which was 
won by forfeit) but they showed energy and 
enthusiasm, as well as showing up at every 
game! That's what this is all about! Way to 
go Al's Coholics! 
IM Distinctions 
Oct 10-16 
Mens Softball- A league 
Game of the Week: l:59ers vs Phi Kap Fletchers 
Team of the Week: Doggie Style 
Player of the Week: Mike Ralez (l:59ers) 
Mens Softball- B league 
Game of the Week: No Glove, No Love vs 8 Around the Mound 
Team of the Week: Well Hung 
Player of the Week: Pat Draude ( Well Hung) 
Co-Rec Softball 
Game of the Week: AKPsi Pleasure Machine vs Just a Bunch of Czars 
Team of the Week: Better Buy the Case 
Male Player of the Week: Steve Cascioppo (Better Buy the Case) 
Female Player of the Week: Debbie Waynick (Better Buy the Case) 
Mens Flag Football- A league 
Game of the Week: Dawgs vs Wrecking Crew 
Team of the Week: Dawgs 
Player of the Week: Chris Stout (Dawgs) 
Mens Flag Football- B league 
Game of the Week: Right Wingers vs Sigma Chi 
Team of the Week: Charlie's Commandos 
Player of the Week: Mark Bale (Sigma Chi) 
Co-Rec Volleyball- A league 
Match of the Week: Spiked Coconuts vs Team Colorado 
Team of the Week: Short But Sweet 
Male Player of the Week: David Pierce (Team Colorado) 
Female Player of the Week: Kristin Curry (Short But Sweet) 
Co-Rec Volleyball- B league 
Match of the Week: Free Balls vs Secret Weapon 
Team of the Week: P-Tag 
Male Player of the Week: David Smith (AFU Squad) 
Female Player of the Week: Jackie Gcnovcse ( Floor Play) 
Water Polo 
Game of the Week: Wet and Wide vs Sigma Chi 
Team of the Week: 4 Guys and 3 Girls 
Male Player of the Week: Bo Landress (Af A) 
Female Player of the Week: Barb Cook (Slippery When Wet) 
Womens Speed Soccer 
Game of the Week: Still Hangin' vs Jack in the Box 
Team of the Week: USD Untouchables 
Player of the Week: Jenine Lawlor (Buck Naked) 
Mens Speed Soccer 
Game of the Week: AGSP vs 4th Floor Dcsales 
Team of the Week: Falcons 
Player of the Week: Tom Gorman (AIA) 
Mens Doubles Tennis - B league 
Match of the Week: Mighty Nickles vs Say What 
Team of the Week: Stroke My Handle 
Player of the Week: Richard Ehrman (Ehrman/Girolami) 
Mens Doubles Tennis - A league 
Match of the Week: Jamaican Bobsled Team vs Skunkcrs 
Team of the Week: Skunkcrs 
Player of the Week: Mark Lipschitz(Skunkers) 
Mixed Doubles Tennis - A league 
Match of the Week: Kristin/Bill vs On Top 
Team of the Week: On Top 
Male Player of the Week: Mark Diver (On Top) 
Female Player of the Week: Kirstcn Sweetman (Kirsten/Bill) 
Mixed Doubles Tennis - Bleaguc 
Match of the Week: No Strings Attached vs Pebbles and Bam Bam 
Team of the W^ek: Ehrman/Merril 
Male Player of the Week: Vance Johnston (Johnston/Forster) 
Female Player of the Week: Lisa Prakelt (Kienan/Prakclt) 
Soccer Action's Intense 
Last week saw a number of hard fought, 
closely contested matches in the mens soc­
cer league. The key game of the week 
featured Hung Over Butt Luvin' It against 
Alcoholics in Action. This one was played 
tight to the vest as both teams were afraid to 
make a mistake. Despite some great goal-
tending by AI A's Tom Gorman, the Phi Kap 
team was able to pull off the mild upset 3-2. 
Law School had a surprisingly tough time 
with the Double Kicks. Serkis Rujukien 
scored twice to lead his upset-minded team 
to a 2-2 deadlock at halftime. However, 
Chris LaBonte scored two of his three goals 
in the second half and Law School pulled 
away for a 5-3 victory. 
In a game closer than the score would 
indicate, AGSP defeated 4th Floor Desales 
6-2. Jim Cameron was the difference as he 
scored twice to stake AGSP to a 4-0 halftime 
lead. 4th Floor Desales came back with two 
quick second half goals, but AGSP regained 
their composure in time to claim the victory. 
LM Internationales were sporting some 
new cleats and it almost paid off in victory 
against Sigma Pi. Michael Langer scored 
two goals for the Internacionales but it was 
not enough as Drew Peloso Finally played up 
to expectations, anchoring the defense and 
V-Ball Tourney Draws 
Record Number of Teams 
The Beach Volleyball Tournament drew 
a record of 57 teams. Read how they 
fared in next week's Vista. 
scoring three times in Sigma Pi's 7-5 vic­
tory. 
There was one men's game that was not 
very close and that featured the Falcons and 
the San Rafael Rats. The Falcons made 
their bid for a playoff spot with an 18-2 
drubbing of Bill Baxter's team. Eirik Hjelk, 
Gylve Seuo, Walt Kubelon, Mark McEnroe, 
and Frank Nielson each had multiple goal 
games in this blowout 
Speaking of blow-outs, the women's league 
had quite a few. Buck Naked and Still 
Hangin' each geared up for the 9:00pm 
showdown with easy victories. Jenine 
Lawlor, Ann Caro, and Kathy Holme were 
the main scorers in Buck Naked'sl4-1 rout 
of the Brew Crew. Caro's back kick in the 
last minute of the contest may have sent a 
message to Still Hangin': "Watch Out!" 
The feeling here is that Still Hangin' has 
little to fear from Buck Naked. Gina 
Labovitz's team rolled over Jack In The 
Box last week by the score of 9-1. Kim John 
scored four, Stephanie Owens had a hat 
trick, and even Tammy Kelly managed to 
find the back of the net. A great header by 
Helen Painter saved Jack In The Box from 
being shut out. 
Both free agent teams moved closer to a • 
playoff berth. The Untouchables were led 
by Linda Abbruzzee and Lizzy Murray as 
Tara Allgood's team shut-out TBA 8-0. As 
usual Marcy Ayers led the scoring in the 
Maddogs 8-1 victory over Panties Ablaze. 
She had some help, however, from Kendra 
Peters. Peters three goals certainly helped 
douse the opposition's chances. 
When the First two weeks of tennis were 
through, the most common word around was 
"reschedule". Because of the rash of re­
scheduled games only teams with at least 
two games played will be allowed to play in 
the play-offs. A play-off games can not be 
rescheduled. If you can not make your game 
it will be counted as a forfeit. Please remem­
ber to bring your own tennis balls and if you 
want to warm up, come early. All games 
start promptly at their scheduled times. 
In easily the best match of the year, the 
Skunker's took the number one ranked 
Jamaican Boblsled Team to the Final set 
before losing 15-13. Dave Bcrnauer easily 
defeated Mark Edwards while his partner, 
Don Morris, was beaten in a close set by 
Mark Lipschitz, 6-4. In another close match, 
highly rankedTosiney got by French/Freese 
by a score of 17-11. John Freese barely got 
by a tough Rich Spinelli (6-5) while Paul 
Tobin easily beat David French (6-3). 
In B-league action, Help maintained their 
steady play moving to 2-0 as they easily 
defeated Bjerke/Setlo by a score of 18-3. In 
another lopsided game, the Crazy Guys 
were easily put away in straight sets by 
Ehrman/Girolami (6-0,6-1,6-1). In other 
action Stroke My Handle, aftera shaky first 
week, easily beat the Ball Busters 18-4. 
Keith Thorton once again displayed a blaz­
ing serve. Only time will tell if its good 
enough to take them all the way. 
I n co-rec act ion, Eh r m an/Me rr i I c lobbered 
Clueless into submission 18-2. In one of the 
closest games of the week, No Strings At­
tached slid by Pebbles and Bam Bam by a 
score of 16-9. Pebbles and Bam Bam 
played well together winning the doubles set 
6-4, but a crippled Dean Pisciotla was no 
match for Mark Yarter losing 6-0. In a battle 
of the Colleen's, Colleen Kanalcy (after 
year's hiatus) lost to Colleen Cassity 6-3. 
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Square Pan Players of the Week 
John Gillts is a one-dimensional player as far as IM sports go. However, that dimension 
is awesome power on the Softball field. Last week Gillis poked out his fourth round-
tripper of the season as Bringin' The Wood scored yet another facile B-league victtMy. 
The beach volleyball tournament is the longest of the season and when it was over, Leisa 
Hagen had taken home more prizes than anyone else. She look top honors in both the 
womens and mixed div isions. Add to this two hits in aco-rec softbal! game cm Saturday, 
and Hagen joins John Gillis in winning the Square Pan IM Player of the Week award. 
IM Overdoses on Volleyball 
What a weekend for volleyball! With co-
rec playoffs on Saturday and the beach 
doubles tournament on Sunday, players might 
be actually looking forward to a week's 
respite. 
As expected in the co-rec playoffs. It's in 
the Bag was matched against Actus Reas. 
Although Clarke's team made some spec­
tacular digs, Actus Reas proved to be too 
much for them as Its In The Bag lost 15-7, 
15-3. Actus Reas then moved on to play #1 
ranked Dive and Dig. Actus Reas' Lisa 
Marston and Greg Koonce thought they 
smelled an upset in the making when they 
helped their team jump out to an early 4-0 
lead. Unfortunately for them, Dive and 
Dig's Jim Spina and Emelie Tirre had other 
plans by combining for 8 aces and 6 kills to 
help their team advance to the semis 15-8, 
15-7. 
In other A-league action, Team Colorado, 
despite a one game deFicit, rallied back to 
defeat previously ranked Spiked Coconuts. 
David Pierce and Kim Christopherson led 
the way to move them into the quarterfinals. 
However #2 ranked Short But Sweet was 
there to greet them. Kristin Curry and Joh 
Holland rercoutedTeam Colorado's course 
by eliminating them 15-8,15-4. 
Moving on to B-league action, Ta Kill Ya 
Stammers chalked up their first victory by 
defeating Minnesota's Finest 8-15, 15-12, 
15-9. However Vicki Visosky's Slammers 
celebration was short-lived as their next 
opponent was #1 ranked Trojan Busters. 
Trojan Busters wasted no time in doing 
away with the Slammers by a 15-0, 15-7 
score. 
Jose's Heroes also had an easy time, de­
feating Paul Foy's Going to Disneyland, 
15-5,15-9. Rob Gannon and Marcia Larson 
teamed up to help Heroe's cause. Jose's 
Heroes will now meet Floor Play in the 
quarterfinals. Floor Play qualiFied by beating 
Valley Bunch With a Punch 13-15, 15-5, 
15-8. Jackie Genovese and Mellisa Burke 
carried Floor Play by racking up 12 aces 
between them. 
In other B-league action, AFU Squad for­
got that they had another match after defeating 
Dig Us 15-12,15-3. Lucky for them the IM 
staff was very forgiving as they showed yp 
15 minutes late and with the help of Laurie 
Peters 3 aces they defeated Dave Smith's 
AFU Squad 15-7,13-15, 15-4. P-Tag will 
now meet Free Balls in the quarterfinals. 
Free Balls advanced to the Final rounds of 
the playoffs by defeating Secret Weapon in 
the game of the week by a score of 15-8,8-
15,15-3. 
In the Final matchup of the day. Tall and 
Short of It came back from a one game 
deficit to beat AKPsi 7-15, 15-11, 15-13. 
Peter Niell's Tall and Short of It will now 
meet #2 ranked Cool Zero who qualified by 
defeating AIA 15-5, 15-5. 
Reschedules Plague IM Tennis 
Hockey, Indoor Soccer Cancelled Till Spring 
To paraphrase a great American writer, "The best laid plans of mice, men, and 
intramural sports departments often go astray." Despite assurances from the powers that 
be that the new hockey rink would be completed by October 1, it now appears that the 
walls will not be built in time for this semester's leagues. Therefore, the floor hockey and 
indoor soccer leagues have been cancelled for the Fall and will be rescheduled for the 




And Then There Were Two 
Playoffs for Water Polo began on Friday with the #1 and #2 ranked teams 
advancing to the finals. However, there was some controversy on this peaceful 
Friday. 
In the First game, #3 ranked Slippery When Wet absolutely destroyed 
EGBOK 36-3. Barbara Cook was a wild woman scoring 22 points. However, 
after the game, Slippery When Wet was accused of using steroids as well as 
blood doping. They were taken to USD's blood testing center where the results 
were negative. It definitely shook them up though as they lost their next game 
to#l ranked AIA 17-11. Slippery When Wet could easily have won this game 
as AIA no longer seems to want to win. Bo Landress and Emelie Tirre led the 
way for AIA but they will have a much tougher time in the finals. 
Next up was the game of the week as Wet and Wide beat Sigma Chi 13-12. 
This one was truly a thriller. Margo Mullally had 8 points for Sigma Chi and 
almost won the game in the last seconds, but her shot was just wide. Molly 
Murphy had 10 points for Wet and Wide as they advanced to play #2 ranked 
4 Guys and 3 Girls. Unfortunately, this game was never close. 4 Guys and 
3 Girls started out strong to take a 14-6 halftime lead and cruised the rest of the 
way. With Ann Caro (8 points) playing with championship intensity, it looks 
as if they may have a better shot at the shirt than AIA does. 
Can You Make The Call? 
It's 1st and 19 for Sigma Pi on their own 1 yard line. Greg Moll throws 
a 99 yard scoring pass to Byl Berger, but wait! A linejnan has been detected 
holding back in his own endzone. You Make The Call - How would you 
assess the penalty? 
The IM department is looking for a few more football refs to strengthen 
the staff for the stretch drive. If interested, contact Andy or Chris at the 
Sports Center. 
This week's answer: Any offensive penalty in the endzone results in a 
safety. Give the defense two points. 
Wild Night at the Bowl 
For those of you who missed it, you missed a wild one. It was a night which 
saw Andy Berg knock down only one pin in a frame (it wasn't a practice frame 
either) and Sue Tomsky make it in to double digits. Some teams even took the 
suggestion and dressed up. Bo Landress and Wade Walker took the male 
honors for best dressed while Betsy O'Haver took the female honors. 
By far the most vocal team there was was the Gutter Finger Bowl'in Team. 
They did have reason to be loud finishing fifth overall (third if you don't count 
teams sporting ringers). Gutter Finger Wendy Henderson came away tied for 
the third highest female game with a 147 while teammate Chris Bwy had the 
third highest men's series with a 483. 
The IM Staff team also had a good night, although there were several 
allegations of sobriety. They finished second overall (first of the legal teams 
) while Chris Arqubright had the third highest men's game at 180 and 
noewcomer Cheri LaDue had the third highest female series (383) and the third 
highest female game (147). 
The overall winning team, We Can Beat You, But We Can't Win knew from 
the start that they wouldn 't come away with the shirts but easily beat the official 
winners by 104 pins. The top five was rounded out by We'll Be There, Beer 
King Busters (also not eligible for the shirts), and the Gutter Finger Bowl'in 
Team. 
The individual honors for the high series (Male) were: 1. Steve Lesterson 
(499); 2. John Dworzak (492); 3. Chris Bwy (483). The high series (Female) 
were: 1. Michele Pieksma (573); 2. Sue Staniszewski (463); 3. Cheri LaDue 
(383). The individual high games (Male) were: 1. Steve Lesterson (213); 2. 
George Bean (210); 3. Chris Argubright(180). The high games (Female) were: 
1. Michele Pieksma (206); 2. Sue Staniszewski (187); 3. Wendy Henderson and 
Cheri LaDue (147). 
Charlie's Commandos Get First Win 
Charlie's Commandos "earned" their first ever flag football victory in record 
time last Saturday. This 10:00 am contest was over by 10:15 as theSpleefmen 
couldn't bare to face their opponents or the time of day. 
Sigma Chi remained undefeated and put the Right Wingers in a must win 
situation next week with a 22-12 decision. The Devin Bundy to Mark Bale 
conection resulted in 20 of Sigma Chi's points. Eric Brown and Paul Gilberson 
scored for the Right Wingers. 
The Guardians of Hell and Rick Anderson clinched a playoff spot with a 19-
12 win over the Pi Raiders. John Holland had three touchdown passes for the 
victors. Bob Briggs threw to Skete Simmons for the two scores that kept the 
Sigma Pi team in the game. 
e/ser 
